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Waarnanen en Benoemen van Visueel Aantal. 
Inleiding. 
Het zal eenieder a l s vanzelfsprekend ova^komen dat we, vrijwel onmiddel-
l i j k en zonder nadenken, het aantal kunnen geven van een kleine verzameling 
van objœten, of dat nu kopjes, stoelen of st ipjes zi jn. Van grotere ver-
zamelingen kan in de regel slechts tellenderwijs het aantal bepaald worden. 
De te volgen te ls t ra tegie i s dan in belangrijke mate afhankelijk van de 
manier waarop de objecten zijn ga'angschikt. Zo laa t een verzameling, be-
staande ui t vi j f groepjes van ieder v i j f objecten, zich heel wat makkelijter 
tellen dan wanneer dezelfde objœten willekeurig zijn gerangschikt. Onder 
tijdsdruk evenwel, zal men slechts een schatting kunnen geven van het ju is te 
aantal met a l s r is ico het maken van fouten. Hoe vanzelfsprekend ook, de per-
ceptuele en cognitieve processen welke aan dergelijte gedragingen ten 
grondslag liggen, laten zich moeilijk in kaart brengen. Zie hier kort 
geschetst het probleeragäDisd waarop d i t proefschrift zich begeeft. 
Ben eerste demonstratie omtrent de hoeveelheid objecten welke men in een 
oogopslag met zekerheid kan benoemen, werd b i j wij аз vai gedachtenexperiment 
gerapporteerd door Sir William Hamilton (1865) in zijn Lectures on Metaphy­
sics and Logic: "Als je een handvol knikkers op de grond gooit, dan zal je 
zien dat het moeilijk i s om er meer den 6 à 7 in een oogopslag ai zonder 
verwarring te ova?zien; maar groepeer j e ze in tweeftn, drieën, of zelfs in 
vijven, dan kun j e net zoveel groepjes ova*zien a l s dat je eenhedai kunt 
ova*zien, want de aandachtszin beschoiwt deze groepen slechts a l s eenheden" 
(Hamilton, 1865, p.254). Jevons (1871) was de eerste die Hamilton's 
gedachtenexperiment aan empirische toetsing onderwierp. Hij plaatste een 
klein wit schoteltje te midden van een grotere, zwarte bak en gooide een 
handvol donkere bonen op zo dat een gedeelte ervai op het witte schoteltje 
v i e l . Hij schatte "zonda? de minste aarzeling" het aantal bonen welke in het 
witte schoteltje terecht was gekcmen, noteerde d i t , waarna hi j het werkelijke 
aantal te lde. Na zo'n duizendtal metingen verbaasde Jevons zich erova* dat 
h i j zelfä vergissingen maakte b i j 5 bonen, maar vooral ook ova* het st i jgaide 
aantal fouten met toenemend aantal bonen op het schotel t je . Eten verklaring 
voor zijn bevindingai kon hi j niet geven maar vermoedde wel dat de re la t i e 
tussen schatting en aantal gevaigai kon wordai onder een algemene regel . 
Mede door de ontwikkeling van verfijnde instrunenten a l s de tachistoscoop 
en reactietijdsapparatuur r icht te de belangstelling zich nadien vooral op het 
meten van de aandachtsspanne en op factoren welke het bereik ervan 
beïnvloeden. Reactietijden (RT's) als functie van aantal werdan vo-zameld in 
taken waar het erom ging zo snel mogelijk het ju is te aantal objœten binnen 
een aangeboden stimulus te bepalen. Stimuli bestonden meestal u i t s t i p f i -
guren waarbinnen de rang33hikking der stippen gerandomiseerd was. Kenmerkend 
voor het functioneel verband tussen RT en aantal was het optreden van een 
discontinuïtei t waarbeneden RT's klein waren en nauwelijks van elkaar ver-
schilden, en waarboven RT's snel toenamen met toenemend aantal stippen. Bij 
tac hi sto sco pi sehe proeven was de stimulusaanbieding erg kort (ongeveer 100 
msec) . Analyse van correcte responsies gegeven op een aangeboden aantal 
stippen resulteerde in een functioneel verband tussen het percentage correcte 
responsies en het aantal stippen, telend a l s functie van aantal doorsneed de 
curve een kri t isch nivo (gewoonlijk het 50-procentsnivo) op een plaats welke 
ovar'eenlwam met de plaats waar bovengenoemde discontinuïtei t optrad. Deze 
plaats werd algemeen aanvaard a l s de bovengrens van de aandachtsspanne. Het 
zou te ver gaan hier a l l e waardai te vermeldai welke door diverse onderzoe-
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кегз werden geapporteerd. We volstaan met de opraerldng dat het gros der 
bevindingai een bovmgrens aantoonde gelegen b i j aantal 6 à 7 met een enkele 
uitschieter naar beneden (aantal=4, Atkinson, e t . a l . , 1976) en naar bovai 
(aantal=8; Woodworth & Schlosberg, 1954). De verschillen zijn echter vaak te 
herleiden to t verschillen in procedire, stimuLuamateriaal, en proefper-
sonenbestand (voor een uitvoerig historisch overzicht zijn verschillende 
bronnen beschikbaar waaronda* te noemen: Atkinson, e t . a l . , 1976, pag. 
327-331<; Beckwith 4 Restie, 1966, pag. 437-444; Mandier & Shebo, 1982, pag. 
1-22; Woodworth Ь Schlosberg, 1954, pag. 140-170). 
Operationalisering van aantal a l s variabele in het experimentele onderzoek 
naar het fenomeen der aandachtsspanne had een onderkenning van aantal-
specifieke strategieën tot gevolg. De terra ' subi t iz ing ' werd door Kaufman 
e t . a l . (1949) geïntroduceerd voor het zeer snelle en accurate benoe-
mingsgedrag op aantallen binnen de aandachtsspanne. Als het om aantal ging 
sprak men dan ook nie t meer over aandachtsspanne maar over subi teer spanne. 
Tellen heette simpelweg de benoemingsstrategie voor het exact kwantificeren 
van aantallen buiten deze spanne, schatten was de voor de hand liggende term 
voor de wel snelle maar ova?igens onnauwkeurige kwantificering vai die aan-
ta l len . 
De verschuiving van de aanvankelijk filosofische interesse voor aandachts-
onderzoek naar empirisch aantalbenoemingsanderzoek leverde aldus een kwanti-
t a t i e f beschrijvingskader op waarbinnen aan de diverse benoemingsstrategieën 
een duidelijte plaats kon worden toebedeeld. Vooralaiog echter bleef het op 
z 'n minst onduidelijk welke 'processen' aan die strategieën ten grondslag 
l iggai . Het kan in d i t verband geen kwaad om nog eens s t i l te staan b i j wat 
vroegere filosofen over het mogelijke verband tussen aantalbenoeming en aan-
dacht naar voren hebben gebracht. 
Reeds lang voordat problemen ova? aandacht binnen het bereik van de empi-
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rische psychologie Ыатеп (zie Wündt: Grundzüge der Physiologischer Psycholo-
gie , 1903) was door filosofen reeds diepgaand ingegaan op de vraag of een 
mens een dan wel meerdere dingen terzefdertijd kon opnemai. Met ' terzelfder-
t i j d ' werd dan bedoeld ' φ een en hetzelfde ondeelbare moment'. De visie van 
Aristoteles i s hier het vermeidai waard. In een van zijn minder bekende 
geschriften, de Parva Naturalia welks ten dele handelt over de zintuigli jke 
waarneming, stelde hi j dat het "onmogelijk i s om twee dingen tegel i j ler t i jd 
waar te nemen, tenzi j ze gecombineerd zijn, want de combinatie van beide i s 
één ob jœt . De geldingsdrang van ieder afzonderlijk object binnen de combina-
t i e is dan noodzakelijk kleiner dan wanneer deze ook afzonderlijk zouden wor-
den beschouwd." (Aristoteles: Parva Naturalia, On the soul, pag. 447b 15-25) 
De gedachtengang van Aristoteles werd la te r door Hamilton ( 1865) concreet 
weergegeven middels de postulering van een soort van wet over de kennis. De 
wet, welke Hamilton de 'Law of Limitation' noemde, zegt dat de intensie van 
onze kennis omgekeerd evenredig is met zijn extensie, met andere woorden, hoe 
minder objecten we onmiddellijk beschoiwen, des t e helderda- en meer d i s t inc t 
zal onze kennis erova* zi jn. Deze ui t de filosofie over het zintuigl i jk 
waarnemen afgeleide 'wet' was in fei te de kiemcel voor de theorievorming die 
in het eerste hoofdstuk van di t proefschrift ontwikkeld en getoetst wordt. 
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een beschrijving van een waarschijnlijkheidstrodel voor 
de onmiddellijle waarneming van visueel aantal . In het roodél wordt de kwan-
t i t e i t ' aanta l ' beschoiwd a l s een fysische kwali tei t . Bekend was dat voor 
fysische variabelen a l s auditieve freqjentie en l i ch t in tens i t e i t Thirstone's 
wet van de vergelijtende oordelen geldt . Tbegesneden op de kwaliteit 'aan-
t a l ' van een stippenflguur wordt verondersteld dat b i j presentatie ervan een 
discriminatieproces wordt getriggerd waarbij de externe stimulusgrootheid 
(aantal n) getransformeerd wordt naar een waarde op een intern (psycholo-
gisch) continium. Vfoodworth & Schlosberg (1954) merkten op dat voor aantal 
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de transformatie niet l ineair i s : Het subjœtieve verschil tussen aantal 2 en 
3 i s groter dan tussen 3 en 4, en dat weer groter dan het verschil tussen 4 
en 5, enzovoort. De veronderstelling dat de interne schaal logarithmisch 
verloopt (wet van Fechner; zie voor Weber-Fechner theorie: Guilford, 1954) 
ten opzichte van de externe l ineaire getallenschaal komt aan deze visie 
tegemoet. Door ruisfactoren, o.a. in de transmissie van informatie, l aa t zo'η 
interne representatie van aantal zich beschrijven door een random variabele. 
Het i s dan vaader een kwestie van elementaire s t a t i s t i e k om vervolgens te 
laten zien dat visuele discriminatie r e s t r i c t i e s oplegt aan aantalbenoeming. 
In Hoofdstuk 1 zal onder gebruikmaking vai deas voorova'wegingen a l s 
hoofdstelling getoetst worden dat subi teren verklaard kan worden a l s zijnde 
het gevolg van een bovendrempelig onderscheid tussen kleine naburige aantal­
len. Tevens zal aangetoond worden dat de bovsigrens van de subi teerspanne 
gemarkeerd wordt door een Weber-drempel voor visueel aantal, in overeenstem­
ming met hetgeen daaromtrent door Averbach (1963) reeds werd geopperd. Naast 
de presentatie vai een model voor de onmiddellijte waarneming van visueel 
aantal wordt in Hoofdstuk 1 verder verslag gedaan van een tweetal experimen­
ten, - een reactietijdsexperiment en een drempelexperiment-, waarin het model 
op zijn waarde wordt getoetst . 
Uiteraard i s het zo dat een verzameling objecten, behalve door het aantal 
objœten, gekenmerkt wordt door de ligging der objecten, verder rangschikking 
of conflgiratie genaamd. Modellen ove' strategieftn, te hanteren tijdens aan-
talbenoemingstaken, dienen derhalve behalve aan het aantal objœten tevens 
gerelateerd te worden aan configirationele eigenschappen van een stippenfi-
guur. We herinneren in di t verband aan het voorbeeld van een verzameling be-
staande ui t 25 stippen welke, in groepjes van 5 opgedeeld, een veel zuiniger 
benoemingsstrategie toestond dai wanneer de va?zaméling stippen onregelmatig 
verdeeld zou zi jn. Alvorens de invloed van figuur-aantal in teract ie op aan-
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talbenoeming te beschotwen dienen we опз eerst de vraag te stel len hoe groe-
peringm in verzamélingai worden waargaiomai. Immers, binnen st ipfigiren i s 
er geen enkele dwingende noodzaak to t het vormai vai groeperingen. Waarneming 
ervan i s vooralmog subjectief. Als leidraad voor subjectief groeperen zijn 
de Gestal tr egel s (Koffka, 1935; Köhler, 1947; zie voor uitvoerige bespreking: 
Metzger, 1953; Wertheimer, 1923) algemeen aanvaard maar b i j herhaling is 
opgemerkt (Zusne, 1970; Utal, 1975) dat deze geen kwantitatieve beschrijving 
geven. Hm geldingskracht wordt slechts ontleend aan demonstratie ervan. 
Hoofdstuk 2 biedt wellicht de eerste psychologisch relevante formalisering 
van een vai de belangrijkste pregnantie-determinerende Ge s ta l tr egels, 
namelijk die der nabijheid. Het hier gepresenteerde model (COEË) geeft een 
voorschrift hoe, op basis van relat ieve nabijheid, groeperingai binnen s t i p -
figuren worden ontdekt overeenkomstig een van de trekken van een menselijke 
waarnema?. De psychologische va l id i t e i t en inzetbaarheid ervai zullen verder 
uitvoerig worden bediscussieerd. 
Experimentele steun voor CODE wordt vervolgais gezocht in een drempelex-
periment waarbij door CODE gecontroleerde s t ip figiren kortstondig worden 
aangeboden. De taak i s ëen aantal-discriminatie-taak waar nu niet naar het 
aantal stippai maar naar het aantal waargenomai groepjes gevraagd wordt. In 
deze vorm gegoten var-toont de taak sterke ovo·eenkomst met Hamilton's demon-
s t r a t i e zoals die eerder in de inleiding is besproken. De experimentele 
uitwerking vindt zijn beslag in het eerste deel van Hoofdstuk 3· 
Het ontbreken van een kwantitatieve beschrijving vai figuureigenschappen 
binnen een stippenv9?zameling is er waarschijnlijk de oorzaak van dat de 
invloed ervan op een toch alledaags gedrag a l s tel len nauwelijks systematisch 
i s onderzocht. Diverse onda-zoekers (Atkinson, e t . a l . , 1976; Bourdon, 1908; 
Femberga?, 1921; Freemai, 1912) rapporteerden weliswaar een var iat ie in de 
locatie van de bovengrens van subiteren a l s gevolg van patrooninvloeden. Voor 
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aantallen duidelijk boven die çrena i s eigenlijk maar één studie, die van 
Beckwith Ь Restie (1966) later gerepliceerd door Aoki (1977), bekend waar de 
invloed van rangsDhikking der punten op het telgedrag werd onderzocht. In 
een onderzoek ter veri f icatie vai een model waar één-voor-één tellen a l s 
strategie centraal stond gebruikten z i j vier verschillende varianten voor een 
zelfde aantal te weten l inea i r , cirkelvormig, rechthoekig, en random. Een-
voor-een tellen bleek evenwel een te simpele voorstelling vai de gehanteerde 
s t ra tegie . Eerder leek het erop dat proefpersonen een stippenpatroon opdeel-
den in kleinere, subi teerbare groepjes, de aantallen aldus verzamelend om 
deze ofWel toe te voegen aan een lopend to taa l oftoel op te tel len aan het 
eind van het proces. De suggestie, geopperd door Beckwith 4 Restie (1966) 
vormt het vertrelçunt voor een in het tweede deel van Hoofdstuk 3 te presen-
teren model welks de invloed van figuur-aantal interact ie op de benoeming van 
groter tal l ige st ipfigiren beschrijf t . Verder wordt er va'slag gedaan vai een 
reactietijdsexperiment waarin de voorspelbaarheid van het model aangaande 
la tent ies a l s functie van zowel aantal a ls groepeerbaarheid der stippen wordt 
getoetst . 
Latenties, verzameld in reactietijdsexperimenten op grotertal l ige s t i p f i -
guren kunnen slechts indirect i e t s zeggen ova? de aard van de gevolgde 
benoemingsstrategie. De beschikbaarheid van apparatuur voor de meting van 
oogbewegingen bood de mogelijkheid om ti jdens de taak het benoemingsgedrag 
rechtstreeks te volgai. Een voorwaarde i s evenwel dat de oogpositie en zijn 
verandering over t i jd in belangrijke mate i s gerelateerd aan de gevolgde 
s t ra tegie . Met betreWting to t stimuluseigenaardigteden l i g t het voor de hand 
te veronderstellen dat het oog gedirende de taak gericht i s op informa-
t ier i jke gebieden binnen het stippenpatroon. Spatiele informatie afleidbaar 
u i t oogbeweginga^egistraties kan dan wellixiht patrooneigenaardigheden dis het 
benoemingsgedrag beïnvloeden aanduiden. Daarenboven kan de temporele infor-
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matie leiden to t een schepper begrip omtrent deelprocessen welks aan een 
gevolgde strategie ten grondslag liggen. Vanwege zijn elegantie verdient de 
fei tel i jke meetmethode hier enige aandacht. Die kont erop neer dat een klein 
infra-rood bronnetje, gericht op het oog, een tweetal ref lect ies hierop 
veroorzaakt, -een pupilreflectie en een hoomvliesreflectie-, welke een ver-
schi l re la t ie opleveren die eenduidig de oogbolstand, en daarmee de plaats van 
fixatie vast legt . De re la t i e i s onafhankelijk van de positie van het hoofd 
zodat hoofdbewegingen in beperkte mate zijn toegestaan. Praktisch voordeel 
daarbij i s dat het hoofd niet behoeft t e worden ingesnoerd zoals vaak b i j 
andere methoden het geval i s . De apparatuur bezit een microprocessor welke, 
gegeven de verschi lrelat ie van de beide ref lect ies de coftniinaten van de oog-
fixatie bepaalt met de regelmaat van het videosignaal (50hz). Een cal lbra-
tieprocedure i s hier noodzakelijk om de posit ies t e transformaren naar posi-
t i e s in het systeem vai het stiraülusveld. Een uitgebreid computerprogratnmabe-
stand verzorgt de dataverwerking met a l s resultaat trajecten van oog-
bewegingen uitgedriict in duren en posities van f ixat ies , oogsprongen en 
perioden vai oogknipperingen. De beschreven methode wordt ten volle ingezet 
b i j een tweetal reactietijdsexperimenten waarvai verslag gedaan wordt in 
respectievelijk Hoofdstuk 4 en Hoofdstuk 5. 
Hoofdstuk 4 behelst een verslag van een soortgelijk experiment a l s bespro-
ken in Hoofdstuk 3. Tijdens het benoemen door volwassen proeflpersonen van 
groter ta l l ige stimuli wordai nu echter ook oogbewegingai gemeten. De extra 
informatie die daarmee gewonnen wordt zal besproken worden met betrekking to t 
het in Hoofdstuk 3 gepresenteerde model voor benoeming vai bovensubiteerbare 
verzamelingen. & worden echter ook kritische kanttekeningen gemaakt ten 
aanzien van de genoemde meetmethode. Vooruitlopend hierop i s het b i j voor-
beeld mcgáLijk dat het centran van het gezichtsveld niet persé hoeft samen te 
vallen met het centrum van het aandachtsveld. Een gevolg daarvan i s dat 
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belangrijke informatie parafoveaal ten wordai ingewonnen zonder dat de oogpo-
s i t i e daar een aanduiding voor geeft. 
Het vijfde en laa ts te Hoofdstuk van di t proefschrift plaatst het huidige 
benoeraingsDnderzoek in een ontwikkelingsperspectief. Piaget 's studie ovo' 
aantal (1952) betreft het belangrijke probleem van de ontwikkeling van con-
servatie van aantal . Zijn experimentele bevindingm wezen erop dat kinderen 
van 5 jaar of jonger niet inzien dat aantal (in Piaget 's experimenten: knik-
kers , bloemetjes) invariant b l i j f t onder spatiele transformaties. De 
oriëntat ie van Piaget en van talloze van zijn navolgers heeft er toe geleid 
dat de belangstelling voor hoe kinderen in fei te tel len tot dusverre gering 
i s geblevai. Opgemerkt z i j in d i t verband ook dat de sinds de 60-er jaren 
sterk in de belangstelling gekomen Russische psychologai a l s Gal'perin (1969) 
en Davydov (1975) weliswaar het rekenen door kinderen a ls kernthema vai 
onderzoek hebben ontwikkeld maar b i j deze onderzoekers en hun navolgers s taat 
n ie t centraal een beschrijving van de achterliggende cognitieve processen 
doch veeleer de optimalisering van rekendidactiek. Experimenteel-cognitief 
onderzoek naar aantalbenoeming bi j jonge kinderen i s betreWcelijk laat en dan 
nog slechts in weinig studies aan de orde gesteld (Beckwith & Restie, I966; 
Fodor, 1972; Fuson e t . a l . , 1982; Gelmai & Gal l i s te l , 1978; Smitsraan, 1982). 
In een ontwikkelingsstudie benadrukten Gelman Ь Gall is tel (1978) het belang 
om zowel de toeëigening van een representatie van aantal a l s de ontwikkeling 
van rekenvaardigheid te onderzoeken. Hoe kinderen binnen een leeftijdsbereik 
van 2 to t 8 jaar zich de telwoorden vai 1 to t 100 aanleren werd uitvoerig 
beschreven door Fbson e t . a l . (1982). Volgens deze onderzoekers worden 
telwoorden aanvankelijk geleerd a l s onda'deel vai een zich steeds u i t -
breidende reels waarna geleidelijk de telwoorden a l s zelfstandig begrip ui t 
de reels gelicht worden om ze te gebruiken voor rekenkundige doeleinden. 
Onderzoek van anitsman (1982) naar proportioneel schatten wees u i t dat kin-
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deren hm oordeel over welke verzameling meer elementen bevat voornamelijk 
baseren op inspectie van kleinere subiteerbare groepjes van elementen van de 
verzameling. Dit proces, door Snitsraan 'sampling by groips ' genoemd, sug-
gereert dat een conflgirat ie , afhankelijk van diens presentat iet i jd, herhaal-
delijk geïnspecteerd wordt waarbij de combinatie van deeluitkonsten van meer-
dere van die inspecties bepalend is voor de uiteindelijke schatting. Sys-
tematische observaties (Beckwith en Restie, 1966; Gelman en Gal l is te l , 1978) 
tonen aan dat de meeste kinderen van rond vi j f jaar b i j het tellen van een 
verzameling de objecten aanwijzen en op een 'dreunerige' manier de aantallen 
aftel len. Beckwith en Restie (1966) merkten evenwel op dat küideren net a l s 
volwassenen grote gevoeligheid vertonen voor de organisatie oftoel rangschik-
king van een verzameling, hetgeen doet vermoeden dat ook het telgedrag bi j 
kinderen door groeperingseffecten beïnvloed lan worden. Met andere woorden, 
het zou wel eens kumen zijn dat kinderen niet van volwassenen verschillen in 
de aard da? gekoaen benoe-ningsstrategie maar in de geringere eff ic iënt ie , 
snelheid en reilwijdte ervan. Dit vermoeden i s met name naar voren gebracht 
door Fodor (1977). In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt een va?slag uitgebracht van een 
analyse van oogbewegingstrajeoten vai kleuters zoals geregistreerd ti jdens 
het uitvoeren van eenvoudige teltaken. Er zal evidentie voor de juistheid 
van Fodor's veronderstelling worden aangevoerd ui t informatie van zowel oog-
bewegingen a l s de gel i jkt i jdig daarmee vergaarde chronometrische aspecten van 
de taakuitvoering. 
De disser ta t ie wordt afgesloten met een slotbeschoiwing waarin de 
belangrijkste conclusies nog eens op een r i j t j e worden gezet. Bovendien wor-
den er, op basis van het hier gerapporteerde, openingen aangereikt naar ten-
minste een tweetal probleemgebieden. Het ene gebied omsluit een aantal vragen 
met betrekking tot het onder- en ova-schatten vai rangschikkingoi in 
samenhang met spatiele i l l u s i e s . Een tweede terrein betreft een verrijking 
10 
van CODE zodaiig dat het zowel nabijheid а і з continuering aan kan. Het i s 
van belang dat het aanvankelijk a l s doel op zich gestelde experimentele 
onderzoek naar het waarnemen en benoemen vai visueel aantal a l s middel wordt 
ingezet ter ontsluit ing van beide onderzoeksgebieden. 
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A probabilistic model for the 
discrimination of visual number 
MICHIEL Ρ van OEFFELEN and PETER G VOS 
University of Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
This paper proposes a probabilistic model of how humane identify the number of dots within a 
briefly presented visual display The model is an application of Thurstone s law of comparative 
judgment, and it is assumed that the internal representation of numerosity consists of log-
spaced random variables The discrimination between any two different numerosities is con­
sequently described as a function of max/mm, where max and nun are the larger and smaller 
numbers, respectively The model was tested in two experimente in which the Weber fraction for 
numerosity, corresponding with the critical ratio of max and min, was found to have the value of 
162 It was concluded that the classical span of subitizmg numerosity is but a special case of 
the span of discrimination 
If one is asked to estimate under time pressure the 
number (n) of dots in a display, response accuracy 
appears to be high when the number of dots does not 
exceed about 6, but decreases rapidly for larger 
values of η Under self-paced task conditions, re­
sponse latencies show a similar pattern Latencies are 
very fast for small numbers and slow down con­
siderably for η larger than about 6. Taves (1941) 
studied judgments of numerousness and stated that 
two mechanisms were involved—one used for up to 7 
dots, the other for larger fields For the first men­
tioned discriminatory process, Kaufman, Lord, 
Reese, and Volkman (1949) proposed the term "subi­
tizmg " 
Bourdon (1908) suggested that small numbers of 
dots are apprehended by immediate cognition: " 1 , 2, 
3,4 are thus sensations just like green, red, round, or 
square, the quality of twoness of a group of objects is 
essentially perceived in the same way as the quality 
red or round" (p 430, translation by the authors) 
There are certainly reasons for doubting the supposi­
tion that subitizmg is some sort of purely holistic in­
formation processing as Bourdon suggested One 
such reason is the frequently reported finding that 
latencies also tend to increase within the subitizmg 
range. Woodworth and Schlosberg (1934) noticed 
that the differences in question fit well with what is 
known about choice reaction times: "The bigger a 
difference, the more quickly it is perceived; and the 
(relative) difference between 1 and 2 is greater than 
that between 2 and 3, and so on up the scale In 
Portions of this paper benefited from discussions with 
Prof Dr E Eijkman The authors wish to thank an anonymous 
reviewer This research was supported by a grant from The Nether 
lands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (Zuiver 
Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek) The authors' mailing address is 
Psychology Department, KUN, Montessonlaan 3, 6500 HE 
Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
identifying 5 dots you have to distinguish this num­
ber from 4 and 6, identifying 2 dots, you need only 
make the easier discrimination between 2 dots and 1 
and 3 " (p 98) This hypothesis was considered 
further by Averbach (1963) in a study on the span of 
visual apprehension He suggested that the discrim­
ination of visual number may depend on the ratio of 
the difference in magnitude between two numbers 
and the magnitude of an actually presented number. 
If that ratio is at least as large as the (hypothetical) 
Weber fraction for visual number, then, according to 
Averbach, judgmental accuracy and speed would 
have the characteristics attributed to subitizing 
number 
Moyer and Landauer (1967) measured reaction 
time for deciding which of two simultaneously pre­
sented digits was larger and observed that reaction 
time decreased monotomcally as the difference be­
tween the two numbers increased In interpreting 
their data, they suggested that the displayed numerals 
were converted to analogue magnitudes, and a com­
parison was then made between the magnitudes in 
much the same way that comparisons are made be­
tween physical stimuli The "internal magnitude" 
should then be a nonlinear compressed function of 
the magnitude of the digit In such compressive spac­
ing, 8 and 9 would be closer together on the internal 
scale than 7 and 8, 7 and 8 closer together than 6 and 
7, and so on 
The present paper proposes a simple theory for the 
discrimination of visual number The theory essen­
tially is an application of Thurstone's law of compara­
tive judgment (Thurstone, 1927; Torgerson, 1938). 
Model of Number Discrimination 
We consider stimuli consisting of sets of η dots. All 
physical aspects of the dots, such as brightness and 
area, are kept constant throughout Moreover, ar-
Copynght 1982 Psychonomie Society, Ine 
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rangement of dots within a stimulus is considered to 
be random. Hence, a stimulus is described by the 
number, n, of dots only. 
We suppose that the discriminability of such stim­
uli obeys Thurstone's law of comparative judgment 
(Thurstone, 1927, Torgerson, 1958). Briefly sum­
marized, this law states that a (presented) stimulus 
triggers a discriminai process in which the external 
stimulus value η is transformed into some value on 
an internal psychological continuum. Because of 
internal noise factors' acting on the transmission of 
number information, the internal representation of 
number is described by a random variable. 
_» 1 
о
п
>/2п <xp- 2a1 (1) 
Now, supposing that the subject is briefly presented 
a display containing η dots, we can specify the proba­
bility that the subject will report the correct number 
η as follows 
Pi(n | 
, /-C(n,n+1) ( i 
n) = — = = ƒ exp — (Qn-*)' 
2oi 
dx.(2) 
The subscript I in the conditional probability Pi(n | n) 
indicates that all integer values are alternatives The 
lower and upper integral limens, C(n,n-1) and 
C(n;n +1), denote the category bounds for correct 
responses to n. 
It is not important to know, a prion, the precise 
form of the psychological function q
n
 in Equation 2. 
Any positive monotonie function could be reason­
able. Here, it is assumed that q,, is a logarithmic 
function. This choice satisfies Fechner's law as it 
was incorporated in Thurstone's (1929) theory of 
comparative judgments of visual numerosity It then 
follows that the category bounds C(n;n-1) and 
C(n;n + 1) are positioned exactly halfway between the 
internal representations of η and n - 1 for C(n,n-1) 
and η and η + 1 for C(n;n + 1) (Parducci, 1963) Con­
sequently, Equation 2 can be rewntten as. 
Pl(n|n) 
1 
nvOS 
/"'/4[ln(n 
Jvi[)n(n)+ 
)+ln(n+l)) 
exp - — — ¡ dx (3) 
Ί[1η(η)+Ιη(η-1)] 
By substituting y for 
ln(n) - χ 
on ' 
it follows directly that. 
2<Α 
P
'
( n | n )
= 7 f e f exp(-£)dy (4) 
Note that 
L,„(í±V¿,„(V) lo 
really are ζ scores, because they are the integral limits 
of a standardized normal distribution For reasons of 
parsimony, we assume the dispersion value o
n
 to be 
constant for all η, σ
η
 Ξ σ, that is, o
n
 is only affected 
by internal noise due to momentary fluctuations of 
the organism regardless of the magnitude of η To get 
some idea of what value the dispersion σ of the inter­
nal representation should have, we can estimate о 
from the frequently reported finding that Pi(7 | 7) = 
5(see, for instance, Averbach, 1963, Hunter Sc Sigler, 
1940). From 
Pl(7 
(?) 
5. (5) 
we then find o= .1080. With this value for o, we can 
determine Pi(n | n) for all η Figure 1 shows these 
conditional probabilities as a function of n. 
In a situation where η is briefly presented, and the 
choice is between two alternatives, η and m, the 
probability that a subject will respond with η is: 
P ,
r o
( n | n ) = ^ 
[if® 
exp(-J)dy, (6) 
for m > η 
α- 10Θ0 
I I I I I I I I I I I t I I t 
» г 4 ε s ιβ іг i4 is ιβ 
—> n u m b e r η 
Fl|ure 1 P|(n | n) plotted u · fonction of n, lor β - ЛОМ 
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and 
—Afafr (7) 
for m < η 
Defining "max" for the maximum value of η and m, 
and "min" for the minimum value of both, we can 
then write the general expression for the conditional 
probability that a response η will be given when η is 
presented in the presence of an alternative m: 
„(n|n) = ^ Г expUV. 
^ ƒ , , min X 2/ 
(8) 
Defining n
r
 as that number, larger than n, that can be 
discriminated from η 50% of the time, we get: 
η , - η 
Wb = — . 
η 
(10) 
The Weber fraction is a constant, so that the relation 
Π - П] n
r
 - η 
ni (11) 
must hold. While ni is smaller than n, it then easily 
follows that the limen to the left of n, п-П|, is 
smaller than that to the right of η (n
r
 - n). More­
over, a closer examination of the equation stated 
above leads to the following peculiar relation: 
W (12) 
Pn,m(n | n) is illustrated in Figure 2 for η = 12, alter­
native 01=10, and σ=.1080. Pi2,io('2 I 12) is the 
surface under the normal distribution function 
f(12) _ 1 
σ\/2ΐΓ exp--
[ln(12)-xl' 
2ο1 
extending from 'Λ1η(10 • 12) to infinity. The Weber 
threshold is defined usually as the 50% correct dis­
crimination between two stimuli. Operationally, this 
difference limen is a stimulus difference that is no­
ticed TWo of the time. From Pn,m(n I n) = .75, we can 
derive (l/2o)ln(max/min), from which the Weber 
fraction for visual number, Wb = (max - min)/min is 
easily calculated. It should be noted that the limen to 
the left (smaller numbers) of an actually presented 
number is closer to that number than the limen to the 
right of it (larger numbers). More specifically, de­
fining n, as that number, smaller than n, that can be 
discriminated from η 50% of the time, we get for the 
Weber fraction: 
Wb = 
П-П) 
ni (9) 
-> nuinbvr g Con l o g - * c · ! · ) 
Rfir* 1. Рц.цО11 12) b Ike nrftK* aeder Ike ЮПВІІ dbtrlba-
Üon ГвасИоп (1/о Ті)ежрЧІІп<12)-і|,)/Ів> eitemUní from 
ttlnUO 12)lolnnDity.Agiln,o-.UM>. 
П ' η
 _
 ' · (13) 
This relation represents well the asymmetric charac­
ter of number discrimination. For instance, if 25 is 
the number limen to the left of 30, 36 should be the 
limen to the right of 30 because 25 · 36 = (30)2. 
At this point, it is necessary to refer to an early 
study of Grossman (1956), in which the need for a 
quantitative measure of "discriminability" was 
pointed out. He considered two to be discriminated 
signals Si and Sa as points in a space of one dimen­
sion located at the distances Χι, Xi from the origin. 
The ease of distinguishing between Si and Si was ex­
pected to depend on the "distance" between x, and 
Xi. In the case of numbers, he did know from experi­
ments that the distance depended on the ratio rather 
than on the absolute differences between the num­
bers. So, he took logarithms and measure in the 
space of log x. The "distance" then became 
DiSbSJ = | log x, - log x, | = | log 
Xi (14) 
This " D function" gives the ease of discrimination 
between Si and S,,. The reciprocal of D has been 
named a "confusion function," since it measures 
the tendency to confuse S, and Si. From our 
model, it follows that the detectability d' is (l/2o) 
log(max/min), which closely resembles the distance 
function D as formulated by Grossman. 
The remainder of this article is a report of two ex­
periments, one threshold experiment (Experiment 1) 
and one RT experiment (Experiment 2), in which the 
discrimination hypothesis was tested. 
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ТшЬк ι of (t - s). In Figure 4, one can see that the profiles, 
wubinEachRowAreScbemaiiitdTatNiimbcntTiuiAn
 ω ς
Η belonging to a particular s, expanded with in-
N d , i .b.r i . I N.-b«r.oi«Ro,- S p t dn t . creasing magnitude o f s . 
> As is usually done, we chose the difference limen at 
j_5 ... ч « ;-i ; ¡., ¡.ι ;.! ?.. м «β ¡.τ the .75 level, which means that a difference between s | „ " "t I ]" •'••"'•' " and t is noticed 50% of the time. From Figure 4, 
— — limens were then measured at the intersection points 
' '
 ,o
 " " '3 " " ' of the profiles at the .73 chance level. In Figure 5, 
__ limens to the left (smaller numbers) and to the right 
. .... . _ of s (larger numbers) are plotted as a function of s. 
ι» '» " n го 22 гз 2< и г» One can see that for each s the difftTtuct limen to the 
-
 - " left was always smaller than the limen to the right of 
20 21 22 23 25 2T 28 29 30 31 - « . - . . . . , _, 
s. In Figure 5 the regression lines are also drawn. 
л »s г? г«. 30 эз з< 35 36 3?. [Limens for luigcT numbers (I), r h o = . 9 6 ; limens 
EXPERIMENT 1 
Method 
Sabjccti Four (three miles, 1 female) experimentally naive 
undergraduate psychology students were paid for their participa­
tion in the expenment 
SttmiU. Dot patterns that differed in numbers of dots, as 
schematized m Table 1, were constructed. Six numbers (8, 12, 16, 
20, li, and 30) are called standard numbrs, s; the other numbers 
are called test numbers, t. Within each row of Table I is pre­
sented one standard s, to the left and right of which are test num­
bers that are neighboring numbers of a row-specific s. For each 
number n, 30 different configurations were constructed according 
to a pseudorandom procedure. This procedure staned with parti­
tioning a lOx 10 square matrix into four quadrants The η dots of 
a particular stimulus were then placed randomly in the matrix cells 
with the constraint that each quadrant contained about the same 
number of dots. Each stimulus was unique with respect to its con­
figuration. The stimuli are illustrated with three examples shown 
in Figures. 
Procedare. Participants were tested individually in a quiet 
laboratory room. The stimuli were presented on a 27 χ 20 cm video 
monitor situated approximately 75 cm from the participant and at 
eye level. Dot diameter was 2 mm, and the shortest of the distances 
from one dot to another was β mm. Each time a sequence of 60 
stimuli, consisting of 30 stimuli with number t and 30 stimuli with 
a to this t belonging row specific number s (see Table 1) was 
presented. Following the two-alternative forced-choice method, 
participants were told in advance what values t and s had, and were 
Instructed to answer "yes" when s was presented and "no" when t 
was presented. Order of presentation of the 60 stimuli was ran­
domized. Each stimulus was presented for a fixed duration of 
100 msec The task was self-paced; a stimulus appeared on the 
screen 1,000 msec after the participant had pushed a button. The 
experimenter recorded the participants' responses Whenever a 
participant committed an error, he or she received immediate 
verbal feedback ("wrong") from the experimenter. Following the 
60 trials, the participant rested a few minutes The next stimulus 
sequence contained M stimuli with a new t and a new s Each par­
ticipant completed Ihree sessions spread out over 2 or 3 con­
secutive days, with each session taking about 90 mm. The ex­
penment was controlled by a PDP-11/45 system 
Resulto 
The percentage of correct responses on any s, pre­
sented with each particular alternative t, was calcu­
lated over all subjects. The conditional chances, P,,t 
(s | s) were derived by dividing the percentages by 
100. Figure 4 shows these frequencies as a function 
Tifmn 3. Thnc examplei of sMaali aaed la the nperlneat». 
Р,
Л
<з1з> 
—» а=і-§ 
Flgare 4. Ρ, ,(· | ·) ai a fgncdon of d - 1 - · . · · ! ( ) , · - 1 2 (D), 
s-16(«),a-20(O),i-2S<+),i-30( ). 
thres 
s 
ìho ld 
lue 4 
j 
г 
1 
χχίι 
β іг ie га гз за 
» S 
Flgare 5. ТЪгаЬоИ values to the left ( ·) aad to Ike right (+) are 
p M U d as a hiBcUon of s. The correspoadlog гцтвгіов line· are 
also draws. 
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for smaller numbers (II), rho = .95]. From regression 
line II, we derived (max - min)/min = . 164. From re­
gression line I, we derived (max-min)/max=.139, 
from which we calculated that (max - minj/min = 
. 162. We obtained the Weber fraction dS/S = (max -
min)/min as the mean of both values resulting from I 
and II: Wb=.163. From the relative limens to the 
right, .164, and to the left, .139, of a particular num­
ber, we obtained (n,/nXn
r
/n)= 1.164X.861 = 1.0022. 
In Figure 6 Pj.^s | s) is plotted as a function of 
max/min. In Equation 8, we postulated a relation 
between P,,t(s | s) and max/min. A likelihood pro­
cedure was used here to determine the value of the 
dispersion o, given the chances ρ,,Α* I s ) a n < ) t ' l e r a t i o 
max/min. A value of .1317 was found for a. With 
this value, the chances P
a
,t(s | s) were recalculated as 
a function of max/min and plotted (solid curve) in 
Figure 6 as the best fit through the measured P9,t (s | s). We then determined the value max/min for 
which P t ii(s | s) = .75. This ratio was found to be 
1.162, from which the Weber fraction dS/S = (max -
min)/min=. 162 was easily calculated. 
To examine the hypothesis that a normal distribu­
tion function should underlie the discrimination pro­
cess, we plotted the chances P ^ s | s) on a proba­
bilistic scale as a function of (l/2o)ln(max/min) (see 
Figure 7). This is identical to transforming P
s-
t(s | s) 
to ζ scores and then plotting them on a linear scale. 
It should be noted that (I/2o)ln(max/min) are also 
ζ scores. As we can see, there exists a strong linear 
relation between the transformed P,,t(s | s) and 
(l/2o)ln(max/min), a rinding that confirms the 
normal distribution hypothesis. 
The analysis of the results presented above was 
based upon the assumption that the psychological 
transform from external stimulus value η to internal 
representation q,, was logarithmic in nature (i.e., 
Fechner's law was satisfied). If a less stringent as­
sumption had been made, fulfilling only the property 
of positive monotonidty, then conjoint measurement 
methods could be used to specify the nature of the 
function in question and to test equality of variances. 
If it is assumed that the cumulative distribution func­
tion can be approximated by the logistic function 
F(x) = (1 + e'*)'1, then analysis of variance methods 
can be used to test the additivity properties. Both of 
these tests would require a factorial design. 
The differential sensitivity of visual number can 
also be studied by letting each stimulus be present on 
the monitor until the subject gives the response. In 
this case, any possible strategy such as counting, subi-
tizing, or estimating is applicable. It is reasonable to 
suppose that the selection of the strategy will be 
determined largely by whether the difference between 
two numbers to be discriminated is above threshold. 
Consider two stimuli comprising 20 and 30 dots. 
From Experiment 1, we know that they are easy to 
discriminate from each other. Therefore, one should 
τ
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expect very short latencies as well as very high ac­
curacy. On the other hand, if 29 dots are presented 
for discrimination from 30, then only the strategy of 
counting would produce the correct response, a strat­
egy that would increase response time drastically. 
Thus, somewhere between 20 and 29, there is one 
number (or more) which, in direct comparison with 
η = 30, will sometimes be estimated and sometimes be 
counted. Consequently, one might expect that laten­
cies are distributed according to a bimodal distri­
bution, one peak representing the counting times and 
the other representing immediate estimation times. 
EXPERIMENT 2 
Method 
Sabjecti. Two youof idulb took part in tbc experiment and 
were paid for their participation. 
StIaaU. The stimuli were the same as those use in Experi­
ment 1, with the exception that the standards, s, took the values 
of B, 20, and 30. Coiuequently, only neighborinf numbers of these 
standards served as test stimuli, t (see Table I). 
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Procédure. The procedure was in all respects identical to the 
one followed in Experiment 1, except for the following: Each stim-
ulus now remained visible until the response, mediated by a 
microphone (Sennhelser headset), had surpassed a previously 
selected critical level. The subject was instructed to respond with 
"yes" whenever s was presented and with "no" whenever t was 
presented. He or she was asked to respond as accurately and as 
rapidly as possible. Latencies were registered automatically. The 
experimenter, who had a list of stimulus specifications, scored 
each response according to whether it was correct or incorrect, 
and then entered it into the computer Whenever the participant 
committed an error, he or she received immediate feedback 
("wrong") from the experimenter Prior to each session, a se-
quence of stimuli containing only one dot was given. In order to 
determine the eventual latency differences with respect to verbal-
ization of the response in question, participants responded yes or 
no in an alternate manner to these single dot stimuli. 
Results 
The analysis was based on all correct responses 
given to presented s stimuli. The frequency of in-
correct responses was in general not more than 10% 
and typically occurred to stimuli near threshold. Fig-
ure 8 shows, for s values of 8, 20, and 30, the mean 
reaction times as a function of the difference t - s . 
As we can see in Figure 8, there was not only a de-
crease in RT as a function of increase in d, but also 
marked differences in the absolute magnitude of the 
latencies. In Figure 9, the standard deviations (SD) 
of the means depicted in Figure 8 are plotted as a 
function of d. One can see that, for s - 20 and s = 30, 
deviations culminated at values of d which were 
roughly the same as values for the limens derived in 
Experiment 1. Finally, the distribution of reaction 
times is illustrated for s as compared with three 
different test stimuli (1 = 23, 25, and 27), which were, 
respectively, above, around, and below discrimina-
tion threshold (Figure 10). While the distribution for 
the conditions of s,t« (30,23) and s,t-(30,27) point 
to a unimodal pattern, it is apparently dichotomized 
in the case of s,t = (30,25). 
DISCUSSION 
The results of Experiment 2 agree with the findings 
of Experiment 1, both with respect to the predicted 
threshold location and the asymmetry of the right-
and left-handed thresholds. Threshold values mea-
sured in Experiment 2 were, as a rule, slightly smaller 
than those obtained in Experiment 1, which probably 
reflects procedural differences between the two ex-
periments. In the situation of Experiment 2, in which 
the participant had sufficient time to process the vi-
sual information and had also been instructed to give 
the correct answer as rapidly as possible, he or she 
would probably choose a safe strategy (counting) 
rather than a risky one (estimating). The bimodal 
shape of the distribution of latencies in those situa-
tions in which the difference between the numbers 
was around threshold suggested that the subject fol-
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lowed a strategy of counting roughly half of the time 
and a strategy of estimation half of the time. It is also 
possible, however, that the bimodal shape was af­
fected by shifts in speed-accuracy criteria. In order to 
control for this rather awkward phenomenon, a much 
more laborious experimental and analytical design 
would be needed. Thus, one could vary systemati­
cally speed-accuracy instructions for the same task 
and simultaneously fit frequencies of correct 
responses and RT data. 
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 support 
Averbach's hypothesis that the span of visual 
apprehension is limited by the mutual discrimina-
bility of visual numbers. Pairwise discrimination be­
tween the small numbers 1,2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 can be 
done easily, because their ratio (max - min)/min lies 
well above the Weber fraction of .162. The numbers 
6 and 7 can also be discriminated from each other 
more than 50% of the time, but not 7 and 8. There is 
confusion between 7 and 8 more than 50% of the 
time. This result led us to conclude that the number 
six should be the upper limit of the span of apprehen­
sion. However, in an imaginary situation in which only 
even numbers are possible, the numbers 2,4, 6, 8, 10, 
and 12 can all be distinguished from each other over 
50% of the time. In that case, the number 12 should 
be the upper limit of visual apprehension. Moreover, 
any pairwise discrimination between two numbers of 
which the ratio (max - min)/min lies above the 
Weber fraction can be made more than 50% of the 
time. Therefore, our results strongly support 
Grossman's (1956) conclusion that the idea that the 
mind can grasp only a small number of objects at 
once remains quite unsupported by the evidence, if 
indeed it has any meaning at all. 
So far, we have neglected the influence of pattern 
on number discrimination. Sometimes a 100% 
correct identification of four dots has been found 
(Kaufman et al., 1949), while we found Pi(4 | 4) = 
.76, a value deduced from discrimination results of 
the larger numbers 16 and 20, or 20 and 25. But, for 
these larger numbers, pattern recognition does not 
make much sense. Pattern recognition becomes 
relevant, however, in the case of very small numbers: 
three dots nearly always make a triangle, for 
example, and four may often make a recognizable 
quadrilateral (Weisser, 1966, p. 42). Thus, apart 
from pure-number discrimination based on proba­
bility concepts, discrimination between small 
numbers can be facilitated by pattern effects. 
Larger numbers of dots (n > 10) have been shown 
to be underestimated (Indow & Ida, 1977). In pair-
wise comparison between two numbers, the discrim­
ination is hardly influenced by underestimation be­
cause both numbers are underestimated. However, 
direct identification should lead to more erroneous 
results when η > 10, so Pi(n | n) should then be 
smaller, as depicted in Figure 1. To avoid these un­
derestimation problems, a correction to our discrim­
ination model can be made by substituting for the ob­
jective number η (numerosity) its subjective equiv­
alent m (numerousness). For instance, Indow and 
Ida showed that, for randomly arranged dot pat­
terns with η > 10, the subjective number m was ex­
ponentially related to the numerosity n as m = π " . 
Both factors, pattern recognition when η < 4 and 
underestimation when η > 10, do not make much 
sense when the number of dots is six, so we may 
safely retain the conclusion that the upper limit of the 
span of apprehension (n = 6) is due to discrimination 
on a probability basis only. 
It is interesting to discuss our discrimination model 
in relation to the findings of Hunter and Sigler 
(1940). They showed that it took more light to see 
two black dots than it did to see one dot. Moreover, 
to reach a 50% level of correct responses on plates 
containing two or more dots, successively greater 
amounts of light were needed. The Bunson-Roscoe 
law, I · t = constant, was valid here for numbers of 
dots up to η = 8. In our experiments, intensity was far 
above threshold. The only source of noise we 
assumed was in the transmission of number informa­
tion appearing as a constant dispersion, o, in the in­
ternal representation of number. But, if we should 
decrease intensity, it might well be possible that ex­
ternal noise relatively increases which emerges as an 
extra noise component, o
e
, in our internal representa­
tion, so a | -» o, + o
e
. Pi(n | n) then decreases mono-
tonically with increasing a and, therefore, becomes a 
function of both intensity I and exposure time t. It 
would be interesting to investigate the proper rela­
tionship between the dispersion о and intensity 
and/or exposure time. 
At this point, we would like to say a word about 
the end effects that are frequently reported in 
number-naming tasks. For instance, Averbach (1963) 
used a limited set of response alternatives, the 
numbers 1 to 13, and the task was to ascertain the 
briefly presented numbers of dots. To him, it seemed 
difficult to explain the constant superiority of 13 over 
12 and of 12 over 11, not only in terms of more cor­
rect, but in having fewer false alarms as well. In our 
model, Pi(n | n) is the frequency of correct responses 
to n, while η could be any integer. Limiting the set of 
alternatives should improve the task for numbers at 
the end of this limited set. While P[(13 | 13) is repre­
sented by the surface of the standard normal dis­
tribution function, extending from (l/2o)ln(12/13) 
to (1/2σ)1η(14/13), P
n = 1 ^(ІЗ | 13) is represented 
by the surface, extending'from (l/2o)ln(12/13) to 
infinity, so P
n = 1 „(ІЗ | 13)>Pi(13 | 13). Or, 
saying it with words, the transformation to internal 
representation admits a chance of responding 14 
when 13 are presented, but the subject knows from 
instruction (or else, from experience) that there is no 
14, so he responds with 13. All possible responses 
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larger than 13 become 13. Of course, this superiority 
of responding with 13 might bias the response of 12 
over 11 
Many studies have dealt with the immediate ap­
prehension of number It was assumed that there was 
some number, n, of discrete objects that the mind 
could immediately perceive The empirical question, 
then, was the value of η In general, little discussion 
was devoted to the actual phenomenon For instance, 
Beckwith and Restie (1966) merely called the under­
lying process "a somewhat mysterious but very rapid 
and accurate perceptual method " Finally, in this 
study we have shown that "subitizing" (Kaufman 
et al , 1949), "the span of apprehension" (Averbach, 
1963), "the span of attention" (Fernberger, 1921; 
Freeman, 1912), and "the span of discrimination" 
(Hunter & Sigler, 1940) all point to the same hypo­
thetical construct, and that they do not refer to dif­
ferent behavioral phenomena Number discrimi­
nation, and therefore number identification, is 
governed by probability concepts operating in a log 
space. Those numbers for which it mutually holds 
that [(max - min)/min] > Wb, with max and mm the 
larger and smaller numbers in question, can all be 
discriminated from each other more than 50% of the 
time. This set of numbers collapses to the classical 
span of apprehension when the difference between 
two neighboring numbers is restricted to one These 
are the small numbers with an upper limit of six, for 
six can be discriminated from seven above threshold, 
but seven cannot from eight 
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AN ALGORITHM FOR PATTERN DESCRIPTION 
ON THE LEVEL OF RELATIVE PROXIMITY 
M K M I I I Ρ \ \N Oli l i L I S * and P I Ν К G VOS 
University of Nijmegen. The Netherldnds 
{Retetieil 25 Murt/i I9K2, m reused form 13 Ottober 19H2, retened for publtciition 7 January 1983) 
Abstract This paper presents a purely data-driven and knowledge free cluster algonlhm which formalizes 
the Gestalt rule of proximity as it is encountered in dot figures The concept of neighbourhood with respect to 
relative ргомтііу is described by a binormal distribution funclion Tins spread function expresses the 
strength with which a point operates upon its surroundings Summing all partial functions yields a primary 
description of the dot figure which can be wewed as α landscape with mountains where dots arc relatively 
close to one another and valleys where they arc relatively far apart from each other Clusters boundaries and 
shapes emerge in regions where the resultant function surpasses a threshold value The proposed method is 
discussed on the basis of a few examples The method (.further discussed in relation to smoothing techniques 
for the visual enhancement of noisv patterns and to propagation models for (he description ofvisual form 
Cluster-algorithm Gestalt Relative proximity Par/en estimators Binormal distribution 
Primal sketch Threshold Clusters boundaries and shapes 
Gestdll Iheory is notably concerned with properties of 
perceived figures For instance, while іыіаі figures 
may differ coniiderably regarding the nature of their 
constituent parts, the global organization of the parts 
(in each ofthem)can still result in the same perceptual 
interpretation (see Fig 1) Such hgures arc con-
ccptuali7cd as equivalent patterns 
It is known that the palterntng of a figure is 
governed by such Gcslall rules as those of proximity, 
good continuation and similarity These rules have 
been generally accepted as important guidelines for the 
understanding of how hgures are perceptually organ­
ized'" However it has been repeatedly noticed that 
their predictive power remains weak as long as one 
cannot formulate them in operational terms which 
allow for quantitative predictions instead of informal 
<j(//i<>i demonstrations Even obvious formalizations of 
proximity in such simple figures as dot configurations, 
described by various cluster algorithms, are essentially 
heuristic and demand suitably chosen criteria to 
segregate groups of d o t s l 2 ' 4 " This paper is con­
cerned with a cluster technique which should over­
come, at least partly, several of the problems of an 
intuitive or heuristic approach 
For clarity's sake it is useful first to distinguish 
between perceptual-level and cogmlive-level tech­
niques'6 1 Computer realization of perceptual pro-
* Address for correspondence Psychology Department, 
K U N , Monlcssorilaan 3, 6500 HE Nijmegen. The 
Netherlands 
cesses encompass the extraction of features and the 
detection of simple objects Based on proximity con­
siderations, neighbourhood concepts are used to de­
scribe clusters, boundaries and shapes On the other 
hand, cognitive-level techniques deal mostly with 
formal aspects of picture-syntax and scene-analysis 
insofar as they are based upon symbol structure 
manipulations These latter methods depend heavily 
on the availability of knowledge, based upon past 
experiences stored m (long-term) memory However, 
it is hard to establish a human's past experience and, 
therefore, it seems difficult to attack the pmblem of 
pattern recognition by searching for cognitive 
solutions 
Perceptual psychologists'" "' have emphasized the 
idea that there exist early stages m visual pcrcepiion 
that are not determined by the perccivcr's knowledge 
of the semantic aspects of the visual input M a r r r ' 
argued that a very great deal of information may in fact 
be extracted from images with knowledge-free tech­
niques Groupingconsiderations based on orientation, 
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proximily, gray-level, color, elc would provide a com­
putation of a primal description of the image (the so-
called "primal sketch") This primal sketch results 
from d purely ddU-dnven and context-free algorithm 
Marr further suggested that the image-formation may 
be described mathematically in terms of degradation 
operators or spread functions which characterize the 
optical channel 
The method (CODL) proposed in this study in­
volves a procedure in which a bmormal distribution 
function is superposed on each clement of a dot figure 
The function should represent the strength with which 
an element operates upon its surroundings The con­
cept ofneighbourhood in terms of relative proximity is 
expressed by the width of the spread function This 
dispersion is fixed by the distance between each 
element and lis nearest neighbour Clusters are then 
formed in regions where the sum of the partial 
functions reaches a threshold value Before discussing 
the method in more detail, a similarity with the 
procedure of the Parzen estimation method for prob­
ability density functions will be indicated 
The problem of estimating a probability density 
function F(v) from a number of randomly selected 
samples v,, t,, , v
n
 has played an important role in 
the field of pattern recognition If little a prion 
knowledge about F(v) is available, a non-parametric 
estimate of í(v)could be useful A well-known method 
is the Parzen"1 estimation, 
f(v) = - ЕЛ-ЧпЖ- /!(») (1) 
positive numbers, m denotes dimensionality, and ! 
is the Euclidean norm Examples of К are exp( \ (and 
sin2 ( \ ) ι χ 2 Much attention has been given to the 
choice of the "smoothing factor" (standard deviation 
in the case of normal dens i ty )" 0 1 " As can be 
understood from (1), the degree of smoothing of the 
estimate F( v) is controlled by /i(») For that reason, h is 
called the smoothing parameter A standard deviation 
related to the nearest neighbour has been de­
scribed"2 1 3 1 The just mentioned methods have been 
proposed mainly for automatic classification in the 
fields of pattern recognition and statistical analysis It 
is the purpose of this study to extend these techniques 
to visual scene analysis and to use them as a tool for the 
quantification of Gestalt principles of human per­
ceptual organization 
To explain the method CODE in more detail, the 
simplest case of clustering ofa set of only two dots will 
now be treated We can represent the dots (labeled p, 
and p2) in one dimension with coordinates v, and v2, 
respectively For the simultaneous presentation in the 
perceptual field of only two dots we assume the 
clustering strength to be optimal For the case of 
simplicity any restriction to the boundaries of the 
stimulus field is left out of consideration In order to 
describe the clustering of p, and p2, a normal distri­
bution function 
fp(x) = exp -
in which K. the kernel is an arbitrary bounded 
probability density, м is a number of samples, ίι(ιι) are 
(further defined as [\„ 5,]) 
is superimposed on each of the two dots /„.(v) = 
[\„ s,] and/, (\) = [\2. Sj]. as illustrated in Fig 2 
The strength with which a dot influences Us surround-
24 
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Fig 3 Figure 3b shows, as an illustration of the concept of 
relative proximity, the primal description of the dot figure 
depicted in big 3a. The perceptually relevant cluster boun-
daries (contours) are depicted in Fig. 3c. 
tngs is reflected by the property of the normal function : 
the effect is maximal at its own position and monotom-
cally decreases to zero towards its peripheral sur-
roundings The range of a point's influence is fixed by 
the standard deviation or dispersion, s This parameter 
must be selected to yield an optimal representation of 
clustering strength. In relation to p, and p2, it is clear 
that s, equals s2 from the point of view of symmetry, so 
that s, = s2 s s. When the dispersion is given a very 
small value with respect to the distance ä between pl 
and p2, the summed function/,(.\) = [.x,, s] + [. г, s] 
will show a minimum just between p ! and р
г
 (Fig. 2a). 
In that case /
r
(-x) under-represents the assumed 
strength of clustering. However, when the dispersion is 
large in comparison with d the resultant function ƒ,(:>;) 
will show a sharp peak between p, andp2 . In this case, 
/¡(\) over-represents the clustering of pj and р
г
 (Fig. 
2b). It was decided therefore to take that value for s for 
which /,(\) just reaches a maximum, which emerges 
when s = 1 2а (Fig. 2c). 
The three clustering representations depicted in Figs 
2a, 2b and 2c are m one-dimensional form. Expanding 
them to a two-dimensional form yields a description of 
the field of influence in terms of contours (see Figs 2d, 
2e and 2f), which are isolines of the two-dimensional 
function/,(.x). In order to distinguish between the one-
dimensional and two-dimensional situation we now 
switch from scalar to vectorial notation In this way, a 
contour is defined as that set of points (x) for which it 
holds that/,(x) = constant. 
We now proceed to the case of a set of n dots, labeled 
p , , P J , · . , ? „ with positions XL x2,..., x„, respectively. A 
second assumption is made in these cases That is, with 
the function/^(x) of a particular dot p, in the set, the 
dispersion equals half the distance ofthat element to its 
nearest neighbour s, = Ι 2ι/(χ„ χ,), with х^  equalling 
the position of p ;, the nearest neighbour of p,. In this 
way the strength of a point's influence upon its 
surroundings depends on the distance to its nearest 
neighbouring point. Once the dispersion value, and 
therefore the distribution function, has been estab­
lished for each dot of the set, all partial distribution 
functions are summed 
(ƒ,(*)= Σ/„(χ» 
ι - 1 
The resulting landscape of mountains and valleys can 
be seen to be quite akin to M a r r ' s 0 primary sketch. 
Figure 3b presents an illustration of such a landscape. 
The function/,(\). which is the result of the method 
applied to the dot figure depicted m Fig. 3a, is plotted 
as a function of x. 
Given a primal sketch, we now come to the question 
of how to extract clusters. If a dot is situated such that 
its distance to other dots is very large while these other 
dots have much smaller mutual distances, then the dot 
should be recognized as an isolated one. CODI: adds 
to this dot a binormal distribution function with a high 
dispersion Contributions of binormal distributions of 
other dots are (almost) negligible near the isolated dot. A 
threshold value ƒ„, being the peak value of the binormal 
spread function, will now produce an (almost) in­
finitely small cluster area, indicating the existence of an 
isolated dot. A contour corresponding to this thresh­
old value is now defined as that set of points (x) for 
which /,(x) = ƒ„, with ƒ„ being the peak value of the 
binormal spread function. A cluster is then defined as 
She subset of all dots which lay precisely on or within 
that particular contour. For the dot figure depicted m 
Fig. За the relevant contour specified by the relation 
f,{\) = f0 splits up the dot figure into one quadnla-
terally shaped cluster, one that is triangularly shaped 
and one cluster which is shaped as a ring (see Fig 3c) 
It is important to notice that clusters are formed in 
regions where dots are mutually near neighbours 
rather than simply near neighbours Since CODE 
considers only relative proximity between dots rather 
than absolute distances, it is invariant under similarity 
transformations (translation, rotation and changes of 
size) Also, CODE is insensitive to the order in which 
the points of a figure are scrutinized. l o r computer 
purposes CODE has been inserted into a program 
which treats the coordinates of the dots of a figure as 
input The stimulus field was divided into a 50 χ 50 
matrix. For each cell the contribution of all partial 
distribution functions was calculated. In converting 
from real to integer values the programming might 
deviate a bit from the one that is described earlier In 
the following, CODE is illustrated with a few exam­
ples. It will give us the opportunity to discuss the 
validity of the proposed method. 
The concept of relative proximity is exemplified by 
Fig. 3. For instance, the nearest neighbours of the 
triangular point to the right could be the two other 
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Figs 4 and 5- Two examples lo illustrate Ihe cluster technique applied to the problem of detecting a sharp 
gradient in point density The dot figure presented in Fig 5a is from Zahn ' " 
triangular points as well as the most adjacent circular 
point. This last point, however, finds its nearest 
neighbours in points appearing on the circle. As a 
consequence, the mutual nearest neighbour property 
of CODE results in a strong mter-relationship for the 
triangular points apart from a strong relation from the 
circular points Note that for the circularly arranged 
points the predicted surface emerges as a ring over the 
points, while for the triangular points (as for the 
quadrilateral) the surface emerges as an area enclosed 
by an equilateral triangle (or square). 
Figures 4 and 5 are presented to illustrate the cluster 
technique applied to the problem of detecting a sharp 
gradient in point density between two fairly homo­
geneous areas of different density. In particular, 
/ahn 1 5 1 noted that m Fig 5a one readily percei\es a 
boundary along the area of highest density. Zahn's 
observation may be amplified by noticing that two 
boundaries are readily perceived, namely one along the 
area of highest density and one along the area with a 
smaller density of dots The perception of an empty 
space between these boundaries is obvious Figure 5c 
confirms this observation very well 
The point set depicted in Fig 6a is a cluster problem 
referred to by Arkadev and Braverman'1 4 ' and later by 
Zahn 1 5 1 Zahn treated this problem using graph 
theoretical methods The notion that humans perceive 
Fig 6a as two clusters joined by a small neck urged 
Zahn to enrich graph theoretical techniques with a 
new definition of a "neck in a graph". As can be seen in 
Fig 6c, CODE has no difficulty discovering a contour 
which is the outline of two clusters (blobs) joined by a 
small neck 
CODE has proved to be a reliable tool for the 
description of pattern-number interaction in number 
naming tasks on visually presented dot st imuli" 5 ' 
Traditional experimental research on this subject 
included tachistoscopic experiments on visual nu-
merosity j u d g m e n t s " 6 ' 7 1 8 ' as well as reaction time 
experiments in which the time was measured to 
ascertain a presented number of d o t s " 7 l 9 ^ ' From 
the functional relation between either median 
response-time or frequency of correct response and 
absolute number, two number processing strategies 
were proposed : one for the immediate apprehension of 
small numbers of dots up to a maximum of about six 
dots, a process which later was called "subitizing" 
Fig 6. CODE applied to a cluster problem referred to by 
Arkadev and Braverman"41 and later by Zahn И | 
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Fig 7 Eight dot figures, with the same number of dots (π = 22)but »uh adilferentnumber ofgroups(e •• 
1-8), used in experiments by van Oeffelen and Vos.ils> 
(after Kaufman et al.' ι 7 ) χ and one process operating on 
larger numbers of dots, simply called "counting" In 
their experiments the previous mentioned authors 
purportedly cancelled out the factor of patterning by 
the use of several dtiferently scrambled dot patterns for 
the presentation of one and the same number How­
ever, even so-called random dot patterns do have a 
structure, although not a simple one, and these 
patterns may be perceived as being segmented into 
groups.1 2" It seems dubious, therefore, to base con­
clusions solely on measures of central tendency in 
response-time, without discussing or even specifying 
dispersion values. In a reaction-time experiment, van 
Oeffelen and Vos"5 > used dot figures which differed 
Figs 8 and 9 CODE applied to a randomly arranged dot figure (Fig. 8a) and lo a regularly arranged one (Fig 
9a). The dot figures are similar to the kind used by Ginsburg123' 
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Figs 10 and U An illustration of the validity of the threshold value/Дх) 
illustrated by Fig. lie. 
/Q. A restraint of CODE is 
both in number of dots (n = 14-23) and arrangement 
of dots. The factor of patterning at the level of 
grouping-by-proximit) »as described by CODE. 
Figure 7 depicts eight of the dot figures used in the 
experiment, with the same number of dots (n = 22) but 
with a different number of groups 
The results of the experiment largely confirmed 
CODE-based predictions and thereby indicated that 
large collections of dots are preferably counted by 
groups. Small (н < 5) groups were subitized and 
partial results summed to a running total. Based on 
criteria other than dot proximity, large (n > 5) 
proximity-based groups were subdivided into smaller 
groups of two or three dots, which again are subitized. 
The aspect of pattern number interaction in visu­
ally presented dot figures has also been mentioned ш 
studies on judgments of numerousness. Taves122' 
reported that random patterns of dots appear more 
numerous than the same number of dots arranged 
regularly on the rim of a circle Later on, Ginsburg,'23' 
using a method of simultaneous comparison, found 
that regular patterns of 37 dots appeared more nu­
merous than random patterns of the same number. 
Ginsburg related his finding to an explanation pro­
posed by Birnbaum and Veit12'" who suggested that 
judgments of variables such as numerousness depend 
in part on a contrast between the numerosity perceived 
and that expected from other cues. If one would expect 
random patterns to be more numerous, then the same 
number would be judged less numerous. In Figs 8 and 
9 are depicted two dot figures similar to the kind used 
by Ginsburg 
Both the randomly arranged dots and the regularly 
arranged ones were subjected to CODE, resulting m 
two diiïerent patterns, the random dot figure falls 
apart into small clusters with large empty spaces in 
between (Fig. 8c), while the regular figure results in one 
large cluster (Fig. 9c). In addition to the expec-
tancy-contrast explanation of Birnbaum and Veit 
it could well be possible that differences in per-
ceived subjective surface can account for under-esti-
mating the randomly arranged dots with respect to 
the regularly arranged ones. A similar explanation can 
be given to experimental results reported by Krue-
ger.'25' In his experiments, dots appeared less nu-
merous when bunched together on a sheet than when 
spread out over a larger area. 
Figures 10 and 11 are presented to show that the 
threshold value according to which contours emerge 
(/,(x) = /о) is chosen correctly For instance, the dot 
figure depicted in Fig. 10a emerges as two twisting 
curves (see Fig. 10c), the surfaces of which are neglect-
able The dot figure depicted in Fig 11a demands for a 
same characteristic, though Fig 11c also illustrates the 
restriction of the clustering method CODE cannot 
extract two circles from the background though 
perception of two overlapping circles is clear We will 
discuss this restraint further on. 
CODE resembles in some way smoothing, a tech­
nique which is widely used in visual enhancement of 
noisy dot patterns. Smoothing involves luminance 
averaging of adjacent areas, and. as such, worsens 
resolution. Enhancement of global form aspects of a 
figure is aimed at, at the expense of local detail. In 
particular, the method of variable spatial averaging126' 
allows one to vary the degree of smoothing dependent 
on local needs for it and to degrade the resolution as 
little as possible. In regions of low luminance, averag­
ing over a large area will degrade resolution only 
slightly. On the other hand, in regions of high lumi­
nance only a small amount of smoothing is desir­
able Connected shapes then appear after some local 
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smoothing has occurred In practice smoothing is 
used as a direct manipulation of the grey-scale in 
dot figures consisting of hundreds or thousands of 
dots rather than small numbers of dots 
Another related method was proposed by Blum a~' 
In his attempt to find possible physiological mech­
anisms for the extraction of global shape informa­
tion by the animal \isual system, he hypothesized a 
propagation or diffusion model Blum was inspired by 
inspection of the primitive visual system, where at 
the retinal level firing activities of stimulated cells cause 
neighbouring cells to fire slightly later Blum suggested 
an analogy between his propagation model and the 
spreading of a fire in a field of grass The set of points 
(retinal cells) where the firings gather from different 
directions is called the "medial axis" of the pattern The 
medial axis function", then, is the functional relation 
between each point of the skeleton and its distance 
from the pattern This function would allow a quan­
tified comparison of a large set of geometrical forms A 
similar held type of theory has been proposed by 
Bitterman <?; и/12"' They tried to explain form thresh­
olds by invoking processes analogous to the diffusion 
or growth patterns of bacterial colonies 
Kavon12" put forward the idea that perceptual 
processes are temporarily organized so that they 
proceed from global structuring towards more and 
more fine-grained analysis In other words, a scene is 
decomposed rather than built up It follows that global 
features of a visual object will be apprehended before 
its local features CODE treats the spatial organization 
of a dotted figure as a sort of crude figurai analysis 
which leads to a primal sketch as a first globahstic 
impression Cluster detection clearly is object extrac­
tion Therefore, CODL· deals with the problem of 
finding boundaries between object and background in 
dot figures It seems that CODE can adequately detect 
clusters in dot figures through the recovery of their 
perceptual boundaries The articulation of their shapes 
is determined purely by accentuating the idea of 
relative proximity in relation to the optimal clustering 
in the two-point figure This criterion sharpens the 
figure ground relationship insofar as contour bourded 
clusters are removed from the background However, 
groupings can be perceived as background material, as 
one observes in Fig l it, though which of the two 
circles is figure and which ground seems ambiguous 
We hope that a directional constraint, which should be 
contextual, can be implemented in CODE For in­
stance, a preferred direction for stretching out a points 
influence can easily be inserted through desymmetriz-
ing the dispersion value s in the spread function ƒ This 
change would lead to a formal description of both 
proximity and continuity 
SLMVIARV 
A purely data-driven and knowledge-free clustering 
method has been developed which formalizes the 
Gestalt rule of proximity as it is encountered in dot 
figures The method (CODE) involves a procedure in 
which a btnormal distribution function is superposed 
on each element of a dot figure The function should 
represent the strength with which an element operates 
upon its surroundings The concept of neighbourhood 
in terms of relative proximity is expressed by the width 
of the spread function This dispersion is fixed by the 
distance between each element and its nearest neigh-
bour Clusters are then formed in regions where the 
sum of the partial functions reaches a threshold value 
It is indicated that CODE closely resembles the 
procedure of the Parzen estimation method for prob-
ability density functions proposed for automatic 
classification in the field of pattern recognition and 
statistical analysis The psychological validity of the 
method is discussed on the basis of a few examples The 
method is further discussed in relation to smoothing 
techniques for the visual enhancement of noisy pat-
terns and to propagation models for the description of 
visual form Finally, it is suggested how CODE can be 
elaborated so as to handle the üestalt mies of both 
proximity and good continuation 
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Configurational effects on the enumeration 
of dots: Counting by groups 
MICHIEL Ρ van OEFFELEN and PETER G. VOS 
University ofNymegen, Nymegen 6300 HE, The Netherlands 
The proceasing time for quantifying numeroetty of two-dimensional dot patterns was investi­
gated as a function of both number of dota and relative proumity between dots. A cluster 
algorithm (CODE) was first developed as a formal model of how human subjects organize neigh­
boring dots into groups. CODE-based predictions of grouping effects on number processing 
latencies were then tested with patterns consisting of η dots (range η = 13-23). The results 
largely confirmed CODE-based predictions and thereby indicated that large collections of dots 
are preferably counted by groups. Small (n < 6) groups are subitized and their partial results 
are summed to a running total Based on criteria other than dot proximity, large (n > 6), 
proximity-based groups are subdivided into smaller groups of two or three dots, which are again 
subitized 
It is intuitively clear that the tune required to ascer­
tain the exact number of objects m a given set depends 
not only on the magnitude or size of the set, but also on 
the arrangement of objects (i e , their patterning) This 
holds m particular for numbers beyond the span of 
immediate apprehension, also called subitizing (after 
Kaufman, Lord, Reese, & Volkman, 1949) Thus, a set 
of 20 objects is likely to take much more processmg 
tune when it is patterned accordmg to a uniformly 
spaced row than when it is a two-dimensional pattern 
segmented into five groups of 4 objects each The row 
can hardly be enumerated by a procedure other than 
counting one by one The other pattern can be processed 
by subitizmg the five groups and summing those results 
in four steps of simple addition Moreover, counting of 
the row is easily hampered by lateral interference of 
neighboring dots during the processing of a particular 
dot, whereas such difficulty is not so apparent with the 
second pattern 
Although the mteractive effect of number and pat­
terning on the processing of visual number has been 
explicitly noted by earlier authors (see Woodworth & 
Schlosberg, 1954, chap 4), remarkably few later studies 
have paid attention to it Rather, the patterning factor 
was purportedly canceled out by the use of several 
differently scrambled dot patterns for the representation 
of one and the same number However, even so-called 
random dot patterns may be perceived as bemg seg­
mented mto groups Such a perception may be caused 
by, among other factors, relative differences m mterdot 
proximity In some of these stimuli, moreover, the size 
of the groups will be within the subitizmg span, whereas 
others will exceed this range It seems dubious, there-
This research was supported by a grant Crom the Netherlands 
Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (Zuiver 
Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek) 
fore, to base conclusions about the latency-numerosity 
function solely on measures of central tendency, with­
out discussing or even specifying dispersion values 
(eg , Beckwith & Restie, 1966, Klahr, 1973, Klahr & 
WaUace, 1976) 
At least one latency experiment (Klahr, 1973) sup­
ports our assertion that groupmg of even random dot 
patterns must be more adequately controlled for than it 
has been m past research Briefly summarized, Klahr 
wanted to know whether number-naming latencies were 
affected by pattern density or visual angle of a display 
of dots in the range of η = 1-20 He presented stimuli 
under two visual conditions, one in which the dots were 
randomly clustered m the center of the display ("inner 
condition") and the other m which they were randomly 
spread out m the periphery of the display ("outer con­
dition") (Figure 1) Differences between mean latencies 
for outer and inner conditions were calculated, and it 
was concluded that no consistent relationship emerged 
with respect to the values of η > 7 A closer inspection 
of Klahr's data, however, showed that, with two excep­
tions, the outer condition stimuli were processed faster 
than the stimuli of the mner condition This can be 
explained by the higher probability of the "outer" 
stimuli to be perceived as a set of proximity-based, 
small, and subitizable clusters. The "mner" stimuli much 
less favor such segmentation, m other words, they are 
predominantly seen as a cluster the size of which 
remams beyond the subitizmg range Klahr's results indi­
cate that stimulus groupabibty affects number-naming 
latencies This effect raises the questions of whether and 
how one can predict the course of latencies for numbers 
larger than, say, η = 6 as a function of the interaction 
between set size and patterning 
Bourdon (1908) was probably the first experi­
menter to manipulate the factor of pattemmg m one-
dimensionally arranged dot figures He concluded from 
Copynght 1982 Psychonomie Society, Ine 
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Figure 1 A few typical patterns in the "inner" and "outer" 
conditions, used by Klahr (1973), are presented CODE 
predicted clusters arc shown below these patterns 
experimental results that the perception of number 
presupposes at least two psychological operations 
(1) the perception of unitv of which the total number of 
dots is composed and (2) the grouping of these units 
Much later, Atkinson, Cambell, and Francis (1976a, 
1976b) varied the inlerdot interval along an array of 
dots so that a number of dots were clearly seen as a 
single entity whereas other dots were seen in another 
group Atkinson et al related the "chunking" of infor­
mation to the bandwidth of channels tuned to a par­
ticular si/e or spatial frequency In an experiment, they 
showed that if two parts of a dotted figure were dis-
cnminable by an intergroup space of three times the 
interdot interval then accurate counting within each 
subgroup up to a maximum of four could take place 
Also, Bcckwith and Restie (1966) manipulated the 
factor of patterning, and they successfully showed that 
the interaction in question does exist In the discussion 
of their experiments they referred to Gestalt theoretical 
rules of proximity, good continuation, and similarity 
as a basis for understanding pattern number interaction 
Although these rules have been generally accepted as 
important guidelines for understanding how visual forms 
of patterns are perceptually organized (Zusne 1970), 
their predictive power remains weak as long as one can 
not formulate them in operational terms that allow for 
quantitative predictions instead of mformal ad hoc 
demonstrations 
The present study is a first attempt to develop a pre­
dictive model about the interaction between patterning 
and number of dots during the processing of numbers 
in the range beyond the subitizing span We first propose 
an algorithm, called CODb that is a formal description 
of how proximity dependent grouping takes place in 
stimuli like those exemplified in Figure 1 After an 
experimental test of the perceptual validity of CODE, 
we elaborate a number of equations for number response 
latencies as a function of both set size and withm-set 
groupability The subsequently derived hypotheses are 
then tested in a latency experiment 
CODE A CONTOUR-DETECTING 
CLUSTER ALGORITHM 
Accordmg to Gestalt theory, the perceptual interpre­
tation of a figure is governed by, among other principles, 
the principle of proximity A person tends to group 
those elements of a figure that are close to each other 
Attempts to formalize groupmg accordmg to proximity 
have been made since the early 1960s, when computer 
facilities became progressively available However, these 
various cluster algorithms are less appropriate for studies 
in visual pattern perception First, many of these 
algorithms have arbitrary stop rules That is, the level of 
clustering that optimally reflects perceptual groupmg 
is determined largely by intuition Second, most of these 
algorithms were developed to handle very large sets of 
elements and are not well suited to finding clusters in 
small sets 
Perceptual psychologists (e g , Marr, Note I, Zucker, 
Rosenfeld, & Davis, Note 2) have emphasi7ed the idea 
that there exist early stages in visual perception that are 
not determined by the perceiver's knowledge of the 
semantic aspects of the visual input Man (Note 1) 
argues that a great deal of information may in fact be 
extracted from an image by means of knowledge free 
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techniques Grouping considerations based on orienta­
tion, proximity, gray level, color, and so on, provide a 
computation of a pnmal description of the image (the 
so-called "pnmal sketch") This primal sketch should 
be a result of a purely data-driven and context-free 
algorithm The image formation may be described 
mathematically m terms of degradation operators or 
spread functions that characterize the optical channel 
The method proposed m this study involves a pro­
cedure in which a binormal distribution function is 
superposed on each element of a dot figure This func­
tion should represent the strength with which an 
element operates upon its surroundings The concept of 
neighborhood regarding relative proxmuty is expressed 
by the width of the spread function This dispersion is 
fixed by the distance between each element and its 
nearest neighbor Clusters are then formed in regions 
m which the sum of the partial functions reaches a 
threshold value 
The simplest case of clustering includes a set of only 
two dots We can represent the dots (labeled p, and ρ2) 
in one dimension with coordmates Xi and X2, respec­
tively The basic assumption is that two dots are always 
grouped because the distance, d, between exactly two 
dots can be related only to itself That is, the clustering 
strength between only two dots is optimal no matter 
how large the distance is between those pomts For the 
sake of simplicity, any restriction to the boundaries of 
the stimulus field is left out of consideration In order 
to describe the clustering of pi and pi, a normal distri­
bution function, fp (x) = exp — [(x, - x)J /2sJ ] , which is 
further defined as [x^s,], is superposed on each of the 
two dots fp (x)= [Xj.s ] and fp (x)= [хз,8і], as is 
illustrated in Figure 2 Tne strength with which a dot 
influences its surroundmgs is reflected by the property 
of the normal function The effect is maximal at its own 
Figure 2. The functions f ρ (χ), fp (χ), and ft(x) are plotted 
as a function of χ for s < l/Zd.-s > I/2d, and s = l/2d, respec­
tively (Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c). The two-dimensional representa­
tions are plotted m Figures 2d, 2e, and 2f, respectively The set 
fc of points (X) for which it holds that ft(X) = f0 is shown in Figure 2f 
position and monotomcally decreasing to zero for its 
peripheral surroundmgs The range of a pomt's influence 
is fixed by the standard deviation or dispersion, s This 
parameter must be selected to yield an optimal repre­
sentation of clustering strength In relation to pi and 
P2, it is clear that Si equals s2 from the point of view of 
symmetry, so that Si = Sj = s When the dispersion is 
given a very small value with respect to the distance, 
d, between pi and рг, the summed function ft(x) = 
[xi,s] + [x2,s] will show a minimum just between pi 
and Ρ2 (Figure 2a) In that case, ft(x) underrepresents 
the assumed strength of clustering However, when the 
dispersion is large in companson with d, the resultant 
function ft(x) will show a sharp peak between pi and 
P2 In this case, ft(x) overrepresents the clustering of 
Pi and P2 (Figure 2b) It was decided, therefore, to 
take that value for s in which fi(x) just reaches a maxi­
mum, which emerges when s = l/2d (Figure 2c) 
The three clustering representations depicted in 
Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c are in one-dimensional form 
Expanding them to a two-dimensional form yields a 
description of the clustering m terms of contours (see 
Figures 2d, 2e, and 2f), which are isolmes of the two-
dimensional function ft(x) In order to distinguish 
between the one-dimensional and two-dimensional 
situations, we now switch from scalar to vector notation. 
In this way, a contour is defined as that set of vector 
pomts (x) for which it holds that ft(x) is a constant 
We now come to the question of which constant should 
be selected If a point is situated such that no clustering 
is possible (for instance, an isolated point), then this 
pomt virtually is an infinitely small cluster at its own 
position This situation can be described by taking the 
threshold value to be the maximum height of the partial 
density function So, the contour in question is now 
defined as that set of pomts (x) for which it holds that 
ft(x) = fo, with fo being the peak value of the spread 
function 
We now proceed to the case of a set of η dots, labeled 
Pi. Pi. . Pn> w l th positions Χι, X2. . Xn> respec­
tively A second assumption is made m these cases That 
is, with the function Γρ,ΟΟ of a particular dot p, m the 
set, the dispersion equals half the distance of that 
element to its nearest neighbor, s, = Ι/^ίχ,,χ)), with 
χ) equaling the position of pj, the nearest neighbor of 
p, In this way, the strength of a pomt's influence upon 
its surroundings depends on the distance to its nearest 
neighbonng point Once the dispersion value, and there­
fore the distribution function, has been established for 
each dot of the set, all partial distribution functions are 
summed 
f l(x) = 12:nfp1(x) 
1=1 ' 
The resulting landscape of mountains and valleys can be 
seen to be quite similar to Marr's (Note 1) primary 
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Figure 3 Three examples of dot figures that were subjected 
to CODE (top). Below are the resulting clusters within the dot 
patterns. 
sketch The contour specified by the relation ft(x) = fo 
is computed along similar lines to the η = 2 case A 
cluster is then defined as the subset of all dots that lie 
precisely on, or within, that particular contour It is 
important to notice that clusters are formed in regions 
in which dots are mutually near neighbors rather than 
simply near neighbors CODE considers only relative 
proximity between dots, rather than absolute distances 
As a consequence, CODE is invariant under similarity 
transformations (translation, rotation, and changes 
of size) Also, CODE is insensitive to the order in 
which the points of a figure are scrutinized The 
proposed method is illustrated by a few examples in 
Figure 3 
The following experiment examined whether CODE-
determined clustering corresponded well with human 
observers' perceptions If CODE is a good predictor of 
human performance, it then makes sense to apply it in 
examining the influence of grouping on processing of 
visual numerosity 
EXPERIMENT 1 
Method 
Subjects, five undergraduate psychology students (four 
males one female), who were naive to the experimental task 
were paid for their participation in the experiment 
Stimuli Seventy I wo dot figures were constructed Each 
figure differed both in number (n = 14 23) and arrangement of 
dots Seven different arrangements were used except for η = 22 
and π = 23, for which there were eight arrangements 
( or each number of n, there was one configuration consisting 
of 1 large cluster ( n g = l ) , one configuration ot 2 clusters 
( n g = 2), and so on, up to one configuration properly segmented 
into n g = 7 (or n g = 8 for η = 22 and η = 23) distinct clusters 
Care was taken that different clusters within one figure contain 
about the urne number of dots I igures were constructed by 
assigning dots to different cell positions of a 15 by 15 matrix 
A dot was always placed randomly in the center of a cell matrix 
or just above, below, or next to that position for a distance 
of 2 of Ihc cell width The objective crilcna for the clustering 
within each stimulus were established by CODI figure 4 depicts 
Light о I iliL iLst stimuli with iht sjini. number Ы dots (n = 22) 
but with dilkrLnl .шап^стспЬ 
In addition lo Ihc*. lesi stimuli 18 lillcrs were constructed 
that dcpiclul randomly arranged dot heures Ten of them 
(n = 14 23) were used to make (he appearance of equal group 
sizes wilhm one stimulus less obvious The other eight figures 
were used to avoid possible ran^c effects I heir numbers of dots 
were in the ranges 10 13 and 24 27 
Procedure· Participants were tested individually m a quiet 
laboratory room The stimuli were presented on a 27 χ 20 cm 
video monitor situated approximately 75 cm from (he partici 
pant and al eye level The dol diameter was 2 mm The si7c of 
the stimulus was mide to fit as well as possible wilhm an area of 
10 χ 10 cm with the midpoint of this area in the middle of the 
monitor Thus the stimuli were viewed at aboul an β-deg angle 
bach stimulus was presented for a fixed duration of 100 msec 
Presentation order was random except that the first three 
slimuh were always filler siimuU The task was self paced a 
stimulus appeared on the screen 1 000 msec after the partía 
pant had pushed a button Participants were instructed lo attend 
to the number of groups in each stimulus and to report this 
number orally The experimenter recorded the participants* 
responses I ollowing 88 trials the participants rested a few 
minutes The next stimulus sequence contained the same stimuli 
presented in a different random order and m a different orienta 
tion Orientation was varied cither by rotating the full configura 
lion 90 deg or by mirroring along the vertical or horizontal axis 
All participants completed five or six series of 88 stimulus 
presentations each The experiment was run under the control 
of a PDP 11/45 computer 
Results 
Responses of all participants given with respect to a 
particular ng value, regardless of the numerosity (n) of 
the stimulus, were classified into one category This 
categorization was done for each of the eight cluster 
levels (rig - 1 through ng = 8) Table 1 summarizes 
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Figure 4 Eight test stimuli, with the same number of dots 
(nd = 22), but differently arranged (ng = 1-8) 
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Table! 
Reported Numbers of Groups (Subjective) vs. 
Presented Number of Gusten (Objective) 
P 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 
155 
5 
0 
0 
1 
6 
5 
2 
2 
134 
3 
χ 
9 
140 
4 
2 
5 
2 
0 
R 
4 
11 
15 
151 
5 
0 
135 
25 
2 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9 
104 
44 
8 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
5 
96 
15 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
3 
Note-R = reported number of groups. Ρ •= presented number of 
clusters 
actually reported numbers of groups per ng category 
Figure S shows the percentages of responses that were 
in agreement with the CODE-predicted clusters for each 
category The histogram shows high percentages (>80%) 
of CODE-predicted clusters for the levels η 8 = 1 through 
ng = 5 These percentages declined rapidly for the larger 
Discussion 
The relationship between CODE-predicted clusters 
and humans' perceptions of groups was examined by 
asking participants to estimate the number of groups of 
dots m a stimulus. Participants were given only 100 msec 
to compose their estimates, a penod that is evidently 
too short for successive one-by-one countmg of groups 
Hence, subitizmg is the only means available to perform 
the task As is well-known, subitizmg has an upper limit 
of about Ave dots This limitation is expressed dramati­
cally ш the data For cluster values smaller than ng = 6, 
the reported numbers of groups conesponded well with 
CODE predictions The rapid decline in correspondence 
for larger ng values most probably reflects the difficulty 
of subitizmg these larger numbers In order to overcome 
the problems of noisy results with larger rig values, a 
latency experiment might seem a better experimental 
procedure In this case, however, we cannot prevent 
participants' applying sophisticated cognitive strategies 
that might reflect more than proximity-based percepts 
From the given data, we conclude that CODE is 
robust enough to give a formal account of how grouping 
by relative proximity takes place in dot patterns 
In the next section, we will apply CODE to the 
analysis of how subjective groupmg influences the 
processing of visual number of sets of dots 
Effects of grouping on the processing of visual 
number. Before describing how groupmg affects the 
abstraction of number from figures with more than 10 
dots, it is useful to distinguish between two groupmg 
conditions In one condition (called "small groups"), 
all distinct groups m a particular figure have about the 
same number of dots and these numbers are all within 
the subitizmg range An example is a configuration of 
24 dots consistmg of six groups of 4 dots each In the 
second condition (labeled "large groups"), the various 
groups also contain the same number of dots, but their 
number now exceeds the subitizmg span This condition 
is exemplified by the case of 24 dots segmented into 
three groups of 8 dots each 
Response latencies to correct number responses pro­
vide an appropriate way to measure differential effects 
of groupability on the processmg of visual number The 
processing time for stimuli under the small-group condi­
tion is assumed to be composed of the following constit­
uents (1) a constant amount of time for the perceptual 
segmentation of a dot figure mto groups, (2) time 
needed for subitizmg the number of dots withm a group, 
(3) time to compute the running sum of the partial 
results, and (4) a constant amount of time for the overt 
verbalization of the response Thus, response latency 
is a function of both total number of dots, n¿, and the 
number of groups, rig, and is expressed formally as 
RTind.ng) = b0 + ndb, + (ng - l)b2 (1) 
m which bo stands for groupmg and motor response 
time, bi stands for the time per dot consumed by the 
subitizmg process, Ь2 stands for the time to switch from 
one group to another and to compute the running sum, 
and RT stands for response latency The number of 
these last operations equals ng - 1 Smce we are inter­
ested here m response latency as a function of group 
size (gn), and smce average group size ((gn>) equals 
nd/ng, Equation 1 can be rewritten as 
RTtnd,<gn» = b„ + nab, + [(ndAg,,)) - 1 ]b 2 (2) 
Dividing RT by nj gives us the reaction time per smgle 
dot 
RTXn^Wynd = b, + [(bo - bjViid] + (b2/(gn)). (3) 
The value of bj is about 400 msec (Vos & van Oeffelen, 
Note 3) The exposure duration m Experiment 1 was 
100 msec, which was sufficient to allow perception of 
percent correct 
Figure S. The percentages of responses (tut were in agree­
ment with CODE-predicted dusters for each category ng. 
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groups Eriksen and Collins (1968) reported a useful 
duration of dots m iconic memory of about 100 msec 
So, bo amounts to about 200 msec In addition to the 
fact that n¿ is much larger than group size <gn), we can 
ignore the second term m Equation 3 with respect to 
the third term and we may safely approximate Equa-
tion 3 by an expression for reaction time per dot that 
is a function of <gn> only 
RT«gn»/nd = b;+(b2/<gn» (4) 
Equation 4 says that, under the small-group condition, 
the reaction time per dot is a hyperbolic function of 
average group size 
We consider next the processing of dot figures in a 
large group Another quantification strategy has to be 
followed when the initial proximity-based groupings are 
too large to be subitized A plausible strategy is to first 
count one by one the dots within one group, after which 
the process of enumeration (see Beckwith & Restie, 
1966) is continued with the dots of a second group, and 
so on The only advantage of groupability (large groups) 
might be that it facilitates the discrimination between 
dots already counted and those still to be counted 
Earlier studies on the processing of visual number (Aokj, 
1977, Beckwith & Restie, 1966, Klahr, 1973) indicate 
that counting one by one requires about 300400 msec 
for a dot to be enumerated, hence, response latency 
should be a linear function of nj 
RTtnd) = A + Brij (S) 
However, the same studies also suggest that a subject 
might still form groups consisting of two, three, or 
perhaps even more dots during the process of counting 
If so. Equation 1, proposed for the case of small groups 
can also be applied to the present condition Neverthe-
less, an extra component has to be mtroduced repre-
senting the large proximity based groups The equation 
then reads as follows 
RTtn^n,,) = b0 + ndb, + (ns - l)b2 + Ь з ^ , n s ) (6) 
The number of subgroups is now represented by n
s
, and 
ЬзОм.Пз) stands for the time to detect subgroups 
during the counting process Since we do not know how 
large the identified subgroups are and do not know, 
therefore, how many subgroups there are, we perform 
some averagmg with respect to the grouping-dependent 
terms We assume that, averaged over a large set of dot 
figures under the large-group condition, a subject detects 
a fraction E(l) of ones, a fraction E(2) of twos, and so 
on, up to a fraction E(S) of subgroups the size of which 
equals the upper limit (S) of the span of subitizing In 
that case, the mean number of subgroups (n
s
) should be 
i=S nd (i=S 
Σ m = Σ [E(i)/i]| rid 
ι=1 ι (ι=Ι 
RT4i„>i 
PER 
DOT 
1
 equal on 5 
η 1 
с 1 
I'S-
V 
\^ . 
smalt 
groups • 
eauation 7 
large groups 
- -On» 
Figure 6 Expected reaction time per dot schematized as a 
function of initial (proxmity-based) groupability (gn) (number 
of dots within a group) 
Further, we assume that the average tune to perform 
such subgrouping mcreases proportionally with increas­
ing total number of dots, nd, so that (b3(nd^s)>= bind, 
of which Ьз is a constant With these assumptions made, 
we can rewrite Equation 6 as follows 
<RT(nd,n
s
)> = 
bo +п
й
Ь, + 
The factor 
¡Σ* [ВД/і]) (η 
( i = S ) 
Σ
5
 [EOVi 
1=1 
n j - l j b j + b i i i d (7) 
clearly is a constant, so all terms m Equation 7 are 
either constants or linear with respect to n^ Therefore, 
we can present Equation 7 in a much simpler form 
<RT(nd)) = A' + B'nd (8) 
Figure 6 schematizes the expected reaction tune per dot 
as a function of initial (proximity based) groupability 
For dot figures with group sizes within the subitizing 
range, reaction time per dot is a hyperbolic function of 
average group size <g
n
> For dot figures with larger group 
sizes, reaction tune per dot should be mdependent of 
group size (g,,) 
EXPERIMENT 2 
Method 
Subjects. Eight undergraduate psychology students (seven 
males, one female) were paid for then participation m the exper­
iment Five of them had also participated m Experiment 1 
Stimuli The same set of stimuli used m Experiment 1 was 
also used m the present experiment 
Procedure. The presentation of the stunuh differed from that 
of Experiment 1 m that each stimulus appeared on the monitor 
immediately after the participant had pushed a button The stun-
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ulus remained visible until the response, mediated by a micro-
phonL (Sennhei«t headset), had surpassed a previously selected 
mtical level Carticipants were asked to report the number 
of dots as quickly and accurately as possible Latencies were 
rcgislcn.d automatically The experimenter, who had a bst of 
stimulus specifications, scored each response according to 
whether it was correct or incorrect and then stored it into the 
computer Whenever a participant committed an error, she/he 
received immediate feedback ("wrong") from the experimenter 
tacit sequence οΓ 8Θ stimub contained the same stimuli pre­
sented in a different random order and in a different orientation 
As in Experiment I, orientation was changed cither by rotating 
the full configuration 90 deg or by murormg along the vertical 
or horizontal axis 
Lach participant completed 12-16 sequences in three sessions 
spread out over 2 or 3 subsequent days Each session lasted 
about 90 mm 
Results 
No more than 5% of participants' responses were 
incorrect The statistical analysis was restricted to cor­
rect responses given to the 72 test stimuli 
The mean and standard deviation of a minimum of 12 
and a maximum of 16 repeatedly measured latencies 
were computed for each subject and stimulus The 
standard deviations typically were on the order of 7%-
12% and never reached values larger than 20% of the 
means The mean reaction tunes obtained over all partic­
ipants are shown in Figure 7a as a function of n¿ for 
each of the seven (or eight, for n^ =22 and 23) different 
Figure 7b shows the relation between reaction tune 
and tij in a more traditional way, in which averaged 
values over different rig conditions belonging to the same 
n¿ value are plotted The maximum and minimum values 
of response latency depicted in Figure 7a, regardless of 
groupability, are also plotted, as are reaction tunes on 
randomly arranged dot patterns derived from Jensen, 
Reese, and Reese (1950) Figure 7b shows that latencies 
roughly tended to increase with absolute number, 
regardless of dot arrangements 
In order to minimize effects of intenndividual dif-
ferences in latencies, the averaged data of each subject 
were normalized Figure 8 presents the normalized 
mean reaction times as a function of mean group size 
(gn) for each different value of nj All 10 curves are 
patterned largely such that ( l ) for group sizes up to 
about five dots, latencies tended to decrease, (2) from 
(gn) = 6 onward, latencies rather abruptly jumped back 
to about the level obtained for (gn) = 2, and (3) for 
larger values of <gn>, there was a weak latency increase 
Dividing the various latencies by the corresponding 
values of ti¿, the overall means of processmg tune per 
dot were obtained as a function of (gn) From value 
<gn> = 2 on, latencies per dot were subjected to a hyper-
bolic fit m accordance with the predictions formulated 
in Equation 1 Good fits were found for all latencies 
up to and including level <gn> = 5 [RT/nj = (l/<gn>X 
466)+ 12 msec/dot, p= 86] Taking the Une of Equa-
Csec) (sec) 
16 18 28 
-> Md 
Figure 7. (a) For each of the seven (or eight, for na = 22 and 23) different nK conditions (number of groupe), the mean reaction 
times are plotted ω a function of nd, the total number of dots, (b) The mean reaction times over all ng conditions are plotted as a 
function of Ид The maximum and minimum values of react юл time, depicted in higure 7a, regardless of groupability, are also 
plotted, as are reaction times on randomly arranged dot patterns denved from Jensen et al. (1950). 
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'2 '4 '6 ' 1'0 ' 1'4 ' Í 8 '~2г 
— > <Gn> 
Figure 8. The namallzed mean reaction tunes are plotted as a function of (gn) foi each number nd. 
-> <Gn> 
tions S and 8, a luiear fit was earned out on latencies 
at the higher <g
n
) values to be reckoned from <g
n
) = 23 
downward A good fit (p = 85) was found in the interval 
6 < <g
n
) < 23 (RT/nd = 4<g
n
> + 320 msec/dot) The 
goodness of fit for the hyperbolic part, as well as for the 
linear one, deteriorated considerably when latencies in 
the interval S < <g„) < 6 (shaded area m Figure 9) were 
also considered 
Discussion and Conclusions 
The data of Experiment 2 supported our theoretical 
description of how ascertaining the size of a large set of 
dots is affected by its patterning Latencies for one 
and the same set size appeared to follow two disjoint 
trends, the empirically derived transition point being the 
passage from (averaged) group size (g,,) = S to (g
n
> = 6 
Under the small-group conditions (2 < <g
n
> < 5), number 
was apparently ascertained by a combmed strategy of 
subitizing the groups and addmg the results to a running 
sum The hyperbolically shaped drop from approxi­
mately 350 msec/dot when <g
n
) = 2 to a minimum of 
roughly 200 msec/dot when (gn> = 5 confirmed our 
hypothesis that under small-group conditions, the 
processing tune for the whole set decreases with a 
reduction in the number of addmg operations The pic­
ture of the data obtamed to the right of the transition 
point was more complex than predicted In accordance 
with the model, those data were appropriately fitted 
by a straight Ime The slope of the line, however, was 
not zero but slightly positive The increase of processing 
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Figure 9 The normalized mean reaction tunes per dot ore 
plotted as a function of (gn) 
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time per dol with larger (g
n
> values was probably due to 
increased effects of lateral interference in progressively 
larger groups of dots, a factor not considered in our 
initial model Under the large-group conditions, the data 
suggested that the dots were counted in (sub)groups 
rather than one by one This conclusion is supported 
by the findings that mean processing tune per dot 
was in the same order of magnitude in the (g
n
> = 6 to 
(g
n
> = 10 conditions as in the <g
n
) = 2 and (g
n
> = 3 con­
ditions In other words, it seems that the perceiver splits 
the larger groups into subgroups of two or three dots 
(subjective grouping) and adds the results together in 
largely the same way as it is done under the small-group 
conditions. It is still unclear how subjective groupmg 
takes place in the absence of proximity cues One possi­
bility is that counting in twos and threes is a common 
routine for normal adults. For example, the chant "two, 
four, six, " is a slightly ovcrlearned one for most of 
them. Another possibility is that the perceiver recog­
nized patterns Weisser (1967) pointed to the fact that 
three randomly positioned dots nearly always make a 
triangle and it often is also easy to detect a quadrangle 
in four neighboring dots. Extending the search for 
meaningful patterns beyond clusters of three dots may 
increase, for example, the risk of lateral interference, 
with concomitantly greater errors This speculation 
warrants further research One might, for example, pre­
sent large-group stimuli and ask the subject to ascertain 
the number of dots under different counting instruc­
tions, such as counting in twos, threes, fours, and so 
forth If our speculation is correct, latencies and errors 
should abruptly increase when counting must be done in 
fours or more 
While the idea that the processing of visual number is 
affected by patterning of the objects is not new (cf 
Aoki, 1977, Atkinson et al, 1976a, 1976b, Beckwithu 
Restie, 1966,Bourdon, 1908;Freeman, 1912, Hamilton, 
1865), our study is the first attempt to account for the 
number-pattern interaction on the basis of a quantitative 
theory Patterning was exclusively dealt with at its most 
elementary level of grouping by proximity Indeed, it is 
difficult to imagine even random configurations of dots 
that cannot be perceptually organized into distinct 
groups of relatively proximal dots. Consequently, the 
first step of our approach was to develop an algorithm to 
simulate how a human perceiver realizes the patterning 
in question. We think that CODE has been proved to 
be a useful tool for the quantitative specification of dot 
groupability in random patterns. Its applicability might 
be extended to other related problem fields, such as 
judgments of areas bounded by subjective contour 
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Chapter 4 
(Submitted for publication) 
Enumeration of Dots: 
An Eye Movement Analysis. 
Michiel P. van Oeffelen and Peter G. Vos (*) 
Abstract. The present study reports the measurement of response latencies 
and the recording of eye movements in a task where adults had to enunerate 
dots in f igires which differed in nunber of dots (n.=19-23) and groining of 
dots . The functional relationship between latencies per dot and mean group-
size was in agreemait with ear l ie r findings (van Oeffelen and Vos, 1982). 
Temporal information from eye movement data indicated that the contribution 
of fixation dirat ions to overall latency was by far the largest . The contr i­
bution from saccades was considerably less though i t superseded the contribu­
tion from eye Ыіпісз. Spatial information in the form of eye movement trajec­
tor ies indicated that , in general, there occurred one or two fixations at the 
s tart ing position. From th i s position onwards eye movements were directed 
towards areas of dots rather than to each dot in part icular . Scanning 
behavior was sometimes re i tera t ive in a sense that groips of dots were 
vis i ted mere than once. The results were discussed with respect to the 
nature of s trategies employed during a dot enuneration task. 
T*) The authors wish to thank L.H. Bavinck for his helpful coamaits on the 
mamscript. 
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In a previous study van Oeffelen and Vos (1982) chronometrically invest i -
gated the interactive effect of nmber of dots and their pattern icon the 
processing of visual nunerosity. With dot f igires of 14 through 23 dots i t 
was fomd that the dots were not comted one-by-one but in groups of two or 
more dots, fore precisely, when the number of dots within a proximity related 
(sub-)group of dots did not exceed five, the nmber was established by subi-
t iz ing, a very rapid and accurate perceptual process (see Kauftnan, e .a . , 
1949), the nmerical result being transiently stored for further processing. 
The analysis of reaction times for those stimuli indeed showed that the main 
contributor to overall latencies was the time needed to sum up the various 
par t ia l results of subitizing. However, when a stimulus field of dots could 
ro t be segnen ted into small groips on the base of proximity cues, the s t ra -
tegy of nunerosity processing ves not as clear . When discussing the data, 
the authors concluded that the most plausible strategy was counting in tiros 
and threes rather than comting one-by-one. Sofar i t remained mclear how 
subjective groiping of twos and threes took place in the absence of proximity 
cues. 
One way to acquire an objective picture of the perceiver's strategy of 
subjective groiping and comting strategies based thereon i s to analyse 
visual scanning patterns, which are considered as overt behavioral correlates 
of ongoing internal processes. Since i t i s the function of the eye to gather 
information, i t seems reasonable to assune that i t i s generally directed 
toward regions of space that contain the most information. Thus, with 
respect to the comting process under study we expect relat ively large sac-
cades between subitizable groips of dots and only a few fixations located at 
the i r succesive positions while scanning t rajectories are expected to show 
many fixations and small saccades for dot f ig i res consisting of large groips 
of dots. In addition, eye movement t rajectories could demonstrate vAiether 
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subjects had restarted counting soraev*iere dtring the task. I t was believed 
(Jensen, e.a, 1950; Klahr, 1973) that th i s l a t t e r phenomenon was responsible 
for the s l ightly positively accelerated function for reaction time versus 
number of dots. 
TYie present study reports the measurement of response latencies and the 
recording of eye movements in a dot enumeration task. Eye movements were 
recorded using the pupil-center corneal-reflection method. 
Method 
Subjects. Seven undergraduate psychology students of the University of 
Nijmegen (five males and two females) иге paid to participate in the experi­
ment. All Subjects were naive with respect to the experimental task. 
Stimuli. Thirty-seven dot f igires were constructed. Each figtre differed 
both in number (n.= 19-23) and arrangement of dots. Seven different arrange­
ments were used, except for n.=22 and п
гі
=23» for which there were eight 
arrangements. For each п . , there was one conflgiration consisting of one 
large grovp, one configiration of tvro groips, and so on up to one conftgira-
tion properly segmented into seven (or eight for n,=22 and n.=23) dis t inct ly 
different groips. Care vas taken that different groups within one configira­
tion contained aboii. the same nunber of dots . Objective c r i t e r i a for groip-
ing dots within a dot f igire were established by CODE, a cluster algorithm 
which aimed to formalize the Gestalt rule of re lat ive proximity (van Oeffelen 
and Vos, 1982, 1983). All dot f igires were subjected to the algorithm yield­
ing a description of the i r groipability in terms of contours aromd groips of 
dots. Figire 1 depicts seven of the stimuli with the same nunber of dots 
(n =21) but with different conflgirations. Code applied to the dot f igires d 
resulted into perceptually relevant bomdaries (contours). These contours are 
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Figure 1: Seven of the stimuli with the same nunber of dots (n.=21) but with 
— * α 
different conflgirations. The perceptually relevant bomdaries (contours) 
that were the result of CODE applied to the dots are also shown. 
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the experimental set up. 
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also drawn in Figu-e 1. 
Procedure. All Subjœts were tested individually in a quiet laboratory room 
that contained the complete Whittaker 1998-S Eye View Monitor and TV-
Pupillometer System (EVM), stimulus presentation screen and computer monitor, 
both connected to a PDP-11/45 computer system situated in a neighbouring 
room. Figire 2 shows a schematic representation of the experimental set up. 
The illumination in the room was dimmed during the actual experimental ses-
sion. A Subject was seated in an adjustable chair and the head was held 
steady by a head-stand with backhead res t s . The stimuli were presented on a 
35*35 cm projection screen (Vector General). The Subject viewed the screen 
at eye level at approximately 1 meter (visual angle about 20 ) while a TV-
camera photographed the Subject's left eye. This way, reflect ions were 
recorded from an infrared (IR) source l ight that was directed continuously at 
the eye. The IR light was f i l tered such as to absorb thermic radiation viiich 
could be harmful to the eye. The Subject's eye rotation and, consequently, 
his point of fixation vas determined by measuring the center of the pupil 
with respect to the center of the corneal reflection. Because the center of 
the pupil and the center of the corneal reflection move together with eye 
rotation the difference between their positions was indicative of the eye's 
point of fixation. Thus, the eye position was independent of the head posi-
tion as long as the pupil image was contained within the field of view of the 
TV-camera. The continuous flow of eye position information was presented as a 
spot superimpsed on the video monitor scene available to the Experimenter. 
The digitalized oitput of the microcomputer was passed on to the PDP-11/45 
canputer. Eye position was calculated in terms of horizontal and ver t ical 
coordinates in the EVM-system representation. A third oitput was the pupil 
diameter measured in nunbers of scan l ines that intersected the image of the 
pupil on the Experimenter's TV-monitor screen. These three signals were 
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delivered at a rate of 50 data points per second. 
At the beçinning of each experimental session a calibration procedure was 
s tar ted to match the EVM-coordinate system with that of the field of stimulus 
presentation. Calibration t r i a l s consisted of a Subject's fixating each posi-
tion of a grid of nine calibration points. The nine points were situated in 
a 3*3 matrix such as to cova* almost the ent i re presentation screen. 
Once the calibration was carried out and calibration measures were stored 
on a data f i le together with Subject information, the experiment s tar ted. 
The Subjects had to fixate a point at the upper lef t corner of the screen 
before the presentation of each scene. Presentation order of the stimuli was 
random. The Subject was instructed to attend to the number of dots in each 
stimulus and to report th is nunber oral ly . The task was self-paced; a 
stimulus appeared on the screen immediately after the participant had pushed 
a button. The stimulus remained vis ible un t i l the response, mediated by a 
microphone (Sennheiser headœt), had surpassed a previously selected c r i t i c a l 
level . Latencies were registered automatically. In the mean time, EVM data 
were gathered and stored on a data f i l e . The Experimenter, who had a l i s t of 
stimulus specifications, scored each response according to v*iether i t was 
correct or incorrect and then stored i t into the computer. Wheneva4 a Subject 
comit ted an error, she/he received immediate feedback ('Wrong') from the 
Experimenter. Each Subject completed the session within half an hoir . 
Results 
Not more than five percent of the 7 times 37 responses appeared to be 
errors and were discarded from further analysis. 
lb begin with, the mean and standard deviation of the measured latencies 
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were ccraputed for each stimulus and ova· a l l subjects. The standard devia­
tions were in the order of 8-15 percent of the means. By dividing the mean 
latencies by the corresponding values of η , the overall means of processing 
time per dot were obtained. In Figire 3 are presented the mean latencies per 
<RT>t t 
dot ( ) as a function of mean groip-size, <G >. According to forma' 
"d n 
theory (van Oeffelen and Vos, 1982), ova^all latencies per dot should satisfy 
a hyperbolic trend when mean groip-size <G > does not exceed five dots: 
(1 ) t 0 t = -ghy + B, <G
n
> < 5, A, В constants, 
d η 
and should follow a l inear trend for groip-sizes larger than 6 dots: 
<RT>. ,. 
(2) ^ = A'<G > +B', for <G > > 6, A', B' constants. 
η . η η — 
d 
The successive cirve f i t t ings applied to the mean latencies per dot yielded 
the following resu l t s : 
— Г
М =
 ЪГГ+ 1 4 9 · 3 ' r = · 7 1 1 · f ^ < a
n
> l 5 ' d η 
and 
<RT> t o t
 - 3.4 <G > + 272.5, r=.953, for <G > > 6. 
η . η ' ' η — 
α 
The next step in the analysis of the experimental results concerned the eye 
movement recordings. To achieve visual scanning patterns in terms of fixa­
tions and saccades, the raw EVM data were subjected to a cluster algorithm. 
The algorithm was a s l ight ly modified v i s i o n from the one developed by Span-
inks (1978). The algorithm yielded l i s t i n g s of positions and durations of 
fixations and saccades, and periods of disturbances (mainly eye bl inks). 
Focusing the analysis upon the temporal information mean durations of fixa­
t ions, <RT>_. , saccades, <RT> , and eye blinks, <RT>. . ., were determined 
fix sac b l i 
over a l l subjects. According to equations (1) and (2) curve f i t t ings to the 
part ia l data were applied yielding the following resu l t s : 
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fixations: 
<ΗΤ>„. -iQc с 
η
 =
 '$ΓΤ'+ 1 3 0 · 6 ' Γ = · 5 0 0 ' f o r < G
n
> < 5 , 
d η 
<RT> 
f i x
 = 3.0 <G > + 196.5, r r . 8 8 8 , for <G
n
> > 6. 
saccades : 
J
" ~n ' "' ' η -
α 
η
з а с =
 J r r 4 · 1 6 ' 2 ' Г=-1ЦЦ> Λ » · < ν ΐ 5 · 
d η 
< R T >
sac 
= .8 <G > + 54.0, r=.614, for <G„> > 6. 
η. η η — 
α 
< R T >bli 5Ц 2 
eye blinks:·- = | ^ y + 2.1», r=.28l, for <G
n
> < 5, 
d η 
b l
- = - . 3 <G
n
> + 20.7, r=-.358, for <G
n
> > 5. 
d 
From the fact that RT. . = RT,. + RT + RT. , , i t i s evident t h a t , for tot fix sac b l i 
both conditions of <G
n
>, addition of the par t ia l f i t results should satisfy 
the curve f i t t ing to the overall r e s u l t s . In Figure 3 are plotted the mean 
<RT>t t 
latencies per dot, , and the mean contributions from fixations, 
<RT> <RT> n% <RT> 
, saccades, , and eye b l i n t e , — , a l l as a function of 
"d n d n d 
mean g r o i p - s i z e , <G
n
>. In a d d i t i o n , the b e s t f i t t i n g hyperbolic curves for 
<G > < 5 and best f i t t i n g s t r a i g h t l i n e s for <G > >^  6 are drawn for both t h e 
n < R T > t o t < R T > f ix < R T > 3ac 
overall results , , and for the par t ia l resul t s , , , and 
<RT>. n d n d n d 
. F i n a l l y , s p a t i a l information from the eye movemait d a t a was con-
n d 
sidered. Using the appropriate calibration parameters, positions of fixa­
tions and saccades in the EVM system representation were transformed into 
positions in the stimulus presentation system. Figire 4 represents some eye 
movement tra jectories that were typically recorded during the counting task. 
Inspection of the tra jectories revealed the following regular i t ies . 
Corresponding to the prescribed start ing position, the subject 's eye position 
at the moment of stimulus onset was fixed at the upper lef t position of the 
stimulus field. Immediately after stimulus onset the eye did hardly move to 
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Figure Ц^: Some еуз movement tra jectories that were typically recorded during 
the comting task. 
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other positions; instead, one or tv» eye fixations were situated near the 
s tar t ing point. A mean diration of 305+45 msec vas fomd, a valte which was 
independent from the nunber of dots and from the nimber of groipa. From the 
star t ing position onwards eye movements were guided toward dots or groips of 
dots that were re la t ively closeby. Only in a few cases (6 percent) movements 
were directed to the midpoint of the stimulus f ig i re . In general, i t was 
found that scanning the figire occurred in a clockwise direction, (tot only 
with small groips, <G > <. 5, but also with large groips fixations were 
directed to areas of dots rather than to individiBl dots. With small groips 
t rajectories sometimes (11 percent) showed i tera t ive scan behavior in a sense 
that an already scanned groip of dots was revisited a second or even a third 
time. This behavior was not fomd with t ra jector ies on large groined stimuli . 
Discussion 
The Chronometrie analysis of the overall latencies yielded results that 
were in agreement with earlier findings (van Oeffelen and Vos, 1982): the 
<RT>t t 
fmctional relationship between latency per dot, ( ) , and mean groip-
nd 
s ize , (<G >), appeared to be hyperbolic i*ien <G > £ 5 and linear viien 
<Gn> ^ 6 . 
From Figire 3 i t can be seen that the contribution of fixation durations 
to total latency exceeded that from durations of saccades while durations 
from eye blinle did hardly contribute to the overall latency. Under the con-
dition of <G > <_ 5 goodnesses of f i t shovred that dirations from saccades did 
satisfy a hyperbolic trend better than did durations from fixations. The rea-
son probably i s tha t , during saccades, the cognitive operation of adding par-
t i a l results can be carried oit in parallel with the guidence of the eye 
movements, hence supporting a hyperbolic trend. Within a fixation duration 
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extra time і з demanded for to abstract information from the stimulus field 
and to preguide subsequent eye movements. The extra time might be responsible 
for disturbing a hyperbolic trend. A noisy occirrence of eye blinks probably 
i s responsible for the low goodness of f i t in question. 
I t i s interest ing to note that under the condition of <G > >_ 6 a positive 
<RT> 
increase was fomd in as a function of <G >, while th i s increase was 
<RT>sâc < R T >bli hardly the case with — and with there was no increase at a l l . 
nd nd 
As already mentioned a positive increase was believed to be dœ to an 
increase in the nonber of r e s t a r t s , but then, i t should also occur with dura-
tions from saccades and from eye blinks. A more plausible explanation i s 
tha t , with a largo· nunber of dots, the duration of each fixation sl ight ly 
increases. I t i s known (Mackworth and Bruner, 1970) that fixation duration 
partly i s dependent upon the amount of information to be processed. Peri-
pheral information progressively i s needed with large nunbers of dots to 
discriminate between v*iat has been comted and viiat not. Hence, longer fixa-
tion dirat ions are needed. Additional evidence against the proposition of an 
increase in the number of r e s t a r t s comes from inspection of the eye movement 
t ra jec tor ies . Neither with increasing n. nor with an increase in <G > there 
was an increase in the nunber of r e s t a r t s . 
We now come to the question vhy there vrere one or two fixations needed 
before scanning could begin. Probably the Subject i n i t i a l l y i s structuring 
the stimulus field to inventory the task relevant problems. From a perceptual 
point of view, the Subject i s building up a "jrimal sketch" (Marr, 1975) of a 
stimulus yielding a global picture of the arrangement of dots. From such a 
primal sketch a Subject could decide vhich proper strategy he has to follow. 
The question then ar ises why the i n i t i a l fixations were not directed to the 
"center of gravity" of the dot f ig i re . Such a resul t has been fomd (van Oef-
felen and Vos, 1983) in an experiment where children of about five years old 
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had to comt a small nunber of dots . In 60 percent of the t r i a l s the 
chi ldren's eye movements were directed to the midpoint of the stimulus field 
immediately after stimulus onset. The difference in th i s respect between 
adults and children i s probably due to the fact that a d u l t ' s peripheral 
vision provides sufficient information to structure the visual f ield. Moreo­
ver, in order to minimize mnemonic d i f f icul t ies dus to l a t e r a l inference of 
what has been counted and what not i t seems easier to s t a r t a t a well defined 
begin-position (upper-left part of the screen). I t could also explain why 
further cointing occurs in a clockwise fashion. 
I t should be interest ing to investigate whether the eye i s directed to the 
centers of gravity of the агіоів groups of dots. Will the eye jump to the 
centers of gravity of, for instance, a triangular or quadrulateral 
(sub-)figire? Some evidence for th i s has been fomd by Findlay (198О) using a 
scanning task with only two differently coloured spots to be scanned in one 
or the other prescribed order. He fomd that the eye moved as a rule to the 
midpoint between the two targets before performing the prescribed scanning 
path. Findlay interpreted the junping to the midpoint as an indication of an 
i n i t i a l , elementary processing of the global characterist ics of the stimulus. 
At th i s point some criticism must be ventilated regards the usefulness of 
the registration of eye movanents. Firs t , cognitive operations as part of a 
specific cointing strategy can, in principle, be carried out with eyes 
closed. The continuous flow of eye moveraait information does not provide us 
with the precise moments of cognitive action. Second, records of eye move­
ments can only show the succession of eye fixations, they cannot show pre­
cisely what information i s being processed at each momait. Third, the point 
of fixation need not match the center of the field of at tent ion. I t i s , for 
instance, well possible to shift attention to points in the periphery of the 
visual field without actually moving the eyes. All points of cri t icism are 
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closely related and concern the problem of the status of attention. In addi-
tion to other methods such as the measurement of latencies and threshold 
valies the registrat ion of eye movenenta i s one more method to bring th is 
problem to a closer point of c l a r i t y . 
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Chapter 5_ 
(International Journal of Behavioral Development, vol.7 (1), 1984) 
The Young Child's Processing of Visual Number: 
A Chronometrie and Eye Movement Analysis. 
Michiel P. van Oeffelen and Peter G. Vos (*) 
Abstract. The present study reports the measurement of response latencies 
and the recording of eye movements in a task where children of about 5.5 
years had to comt dot f ig i res which differed in number of dots (n=1-8) and 
arrangement of dots . In agreement with ear l ie r findings, response latencies 
for nunbers of up to n=5 appeared to be indicative of the predominance of 
subitizing rather than counting s t ra tegies . Data from concomittant eye move-
ment recordings clearly shovred, that even the processing of the small nunbers 
always required at leas t four fixations per response. Records of eye move-
ments under the conditions of numbers of dots larger than n=5 were fomd to 
reflect mixed s trategies and not elementary one-by-one comting procedures. 
Large processing times in comparison with adults were mainly due to interim 
verifications of resul ts already established: children vrere, mœh more than 
adults, mentally loaded by the double task of storing par t ia l resul ts and 
processing new information a t the same time. 
( · ) The authors wish to acknowledge Anny Bosman and Jan Wit for the i r ass is -
tance in the experiments and Michael Katzko for his helpful conments on 
the ear l ier draft of t h i s paper. 
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In early studies on the processing of visual nunerosity, i t was generally 
assumed that human adults are able to use three major nimber-naming s tra­
tegies: subitizing, counting, and estimating (see Woodworth and Schlosberg, 
1951*). The term ' subi t iz ing ' was introduced by Kaufman, e.a. (1949) to indi­
cate the process of immediate apprehension of a small nunber of visually 
presented objects, (bunting vas defined as the time-consuming method for the 
exact determination of larger nunbers of objects. When not enough time i s 
available to ful f i l l such a cointing task, only estimates of the number of 
objects can be given, hence, estimation i s referred to as global judgment of 
пшіегошпезз. Many of these studies were directed to the empirical question 
which strategy would be employed under v*iat condition. 
In a recent study, van Oeffelen and Vos (1982) have shown that subitizing 
can be understood in terms of probability concepts operating on subjective 
representations of numbers. I t was assumed that the subjective representation 
i s logarithmically related to the objective number representation. This 
implies, for instance, a subjective difference between 1 and 2 to be greater 
than that between 2 and 3, and so on up the scale. In accordance to psycho­
physical theories (Thurstone, 1928) i t was argued that the classical Weber 
law, d3/s= constant, also holds for nunbers. Experimentally, the Weber frac­
tion for visual number was determined at 1/6. Consequently, a correct 
discrimination of more than 50 percent of the time is possible for the set of 
a l l pairs of numbers for viiich the difference of both divided by the minimal 
one does not exceed the c r i t i c a l Weber value. The set of nunbers collapses 
to the classical span of apprehension vhen the difference between tvro neigh­
bouring nunbers i s res t r ic ted to one. These are the small nunbers with an 
upper l imit of six, for six can be discriminated fVom seven above threshold 
but seven cannot from eight. Such a nunber discrimination hypothesis might 
make the process of estimation more comprehensible, though such factors as 
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expectancy and arrangement can easily evoke systematic judgmental errors such 
as underesimation or overestimation (Birnbaum, 1975; Ginsbirg, 1978; Indow 
and Ida, 1977; Krueger, 1982). 
As to counting, van Oeffelen and Vos (1982) have studied the role of 
number-pattern interaction on the basis of a quantitative theory. I t was 
fomd in experiments with stimuli consisting of large nunbers of dots (n=l4 
through 23) that adults preferred counting by groups. Proximity based small 
groups consisting of up to 5 dots were foind to be subitized, and the par t ia l 
results summed to a running to t a l . The operation of addition was responsible 
for high increases in reaction times. Proximity-based large groups were 
divided into smaller subgroups of two and three dots . I t i s , howsver, s t i l l 
unclear how th is l a t t e r kind of grouping takes place in the absence of prox-
imity cues. One possibil i ty i s that cointing in twos and threes i s a coimon 
routine for normal adults . For example, the chant 2 , 4 , 6 , . . . i s an over-
learned one for most of them (Beckwith and Restie, 1966). 
When i t comes to counting a small set of ob jœts , most children employ 
pointing and chanting, though some count s i lent ly and sometimes without 
explicite pointing. Beckwith and Restie (1966) mentioned the fact that chi l -
dren do show great sens i t iv i ty to the organization of the visual field, which 
suggests that grouping might also play a substantial role in children's 
counting. That i s , even vkien a child is enumerating one-by-one, he may work 
rapidly and routinely within one group, pause and consolidate or ' s t o r e ' his 
result in some way, and then attack the next group. Children may use spatial 
arrangement to get a simpler ordering of the stimulus to be quantified. 
Young children accurately abstract the numerosity of small se ts but 
rapidly lose accuracy as set size becomes greater than four or five (Beckwith 
and Restie, 1966; Svenson and Sjöberg, 1978). The fact that young children's 
number abstracting ab i l i ty bréate down at about the point where adults appear 
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to shift from subitizing to counting could be taken to imply that young chi l -
dren subitize rather than comt. The perception of nunber, however, i s not 
limited to the subitizing range. For instance, 3nitsman (1982) has shown that 
even 6-year old children can be trained to give fair ly accurate estimations 
of re la t ive nunber. He also fomd that the estimations were significantly 
affected by the arrangement of the objects (squares and circles) into groups 
of variable s ize . If we say that a young child counts, we do not necessarily 
mean that the child follows the adult pattern. Adult's counting is fair ly 
transparent: counting abi l i ty i s governed by several principles and the suc-
cessful ending of such a compound cointing task requires the coordination of 
several component processes (van Oeffelen and Vos, 1982). With respect to 
th i s question, Fodor (1972) viewed the young child as processing a bmdle of 
computational systems, formally analogous to those involved in adult cogni-
t ion, but that are used for special purposes. Accordingly, cognitive differ-
ences between children and adults are quantitative rather than qual i ta t ive. 
Thus, the young chi ld ' s use of the (computational) systems i s t ied to very 
specific s i tuat ions . The adul t ' s use of these same systems is not so res-
t r ic ted , and operating with them i s extended to more and more domains. 
As far as counting is concerned, children might possess the basic princi-
ples of counting (see Gelraan, 1972; Gelraan and Gal l i s te l , 1978). I t must be 
recognized that children apply some counting principles but not others; that 
individial principles may draw on component s k i l l s , some of which may not be 
perfected at a given age; and that some of the principles may operate more or 
less in isolation in the comting behavior of very young children. In the 
end, of course, successful comting involves the coordinated application of 
a l l the principles. 
One way to investigate children's comting behavior i s analyzing visual 
scanning patterns, considered as overt behavioral correlates of ongoing 
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internal processes. Visual scanning can be viewed as a cognitively mediated 
process which reflects the individual 's in te res t s , h is expectations about the 
visual environment, and his s trategies for acquiring visual information. 
Ntoreova', since i t i s the function of the eye to gather information, i t seems 
reasonable to suppose that i t i s generally directed toward regions of space 
that contain the most information. 
Former methodology in the investigation of children's counting behavior 
mainly was concerned with the reaction time paradigm. Latencies were assuned 
to indicate the duration of the processing stages underlying number naming 
strategies, but they did not give a direct and complete picture of the s t ra -
tegies themselves. Studying scanning patterns can give answers to questions 
concerning s trategies employed during a cointing task. For example, a picture 
of the eye movement t ra jector ies could indicate that children had comted 
one-by-one, or that they had comted by groups. The absence of any eye move-
ments at a l l would indicate that they had subitized. Moreover, scanning pat-
terns could learn us why children are so much slower than adults in perform-
ing a comting task. 
Thusfar, data on developmental changes in eye movement patterns are s t i l l 
quite limited, perhaps because of the diff icul t and res t r ic t ing nature of eye 
movement recordings and the time-consuming analysis required for them. 
Differences between children and adults in the speed, efficiency, systemati-
ci ty and exhaustiveness of visual scanning have been summarized by Day 
(1975). Children do not fixate the most informative areas of a picture as 
frequently as adults do (Mackvrorth and Bruner, 1970) and young children do 
not use the same c r i t e r i a for jidging similari ty among visual stimuli as 
older children (Vurpillot, 1968). The work of some Russian investigators 
(Zinchenko, e .a . , 1963) demonstrated that children have a variety of scanning 
strategies at their disposal, but they do not alvays use the most appropriate 
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Figure 1_: The fifteen stimuli that are used in the expariment. 
Each dot figire differed in nimber of dots (n=1-8) and/or arrange­
ment of dots. The stitnuLi are divided into three categories; 
Category A (one group of dots) : stimuli 1 through Θ; Category В (2 
groups): stimuli 9 through 13; Category С (3 groups): stimuli 14 
and 15. 
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Figure 2: A schematic representation of the experimental situa­
tion. 
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or efficient strategy for a particular task. 
The present study reports the measurement of response latencies and the 
recording of eye movements in simple number naming tasks with children of 
about 5.5 years of age. Eye movements were measured with the pupil-center 
corneal-reflection method. 
Method 
Subjects. Six kindergartners, three boys and three g i r l s , from a nursery 
school associated with the psychological department at the University of 
Nijmegen, participated in the experiment. Their mean age was 5.6 years (range 
5.3-5.9). Each child was given a picture-postcard in appreciation of her or 
his participation. 
Stimuli. Fifteen dot figures were constructed. Each figure differed in 
number of dots (n=l-8) and/or arrangement of dots. The fifteen stimuli are 
depicted in Figure 1. I t i s convenient to divide the 15 stimuli into three 
categories. Category A consisted of a l l stimuli for which the dots were 
arranged into one group (stimuli 1 through 8 ) . Category B-stimuli included 
a l l stimuli in viiich the dots were clustered into two groups (stimuli 9 
through 13), while category С included the stimuli 14 and 15 in each of which 
the dots were arranged according to three groups of dots. 
Procedure. The children were tested individually in a quiet laboratory room 
that contained the complete Whittaker 1998-5 Eye View Monitor and TV-
Pupillometer System (EVM), stimulus presentation screen and computer monitor, 
both connected to a PDP-11/45 computer system situated in a neighbouring 
room. Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the experimental situa­
t ion. The i l l m i n a t i o n in the room was dimmed during the actual experimental 
session. A child was seated in an adjustable chair and the head was held 
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steady by a head-stand with backhead r e s t s . In order to accomodate the child 
to the unusual environment, the Experimenter was throughout assisted by a 
female assistent known to the child. The stimuli were presented on a 35*35 
cm projection screen (Vector General). The child viewed the presentation 
scene at approximately 1 meter and at eye level , while a TV-camera photo-
graphed the chi ld ' s le f t eye. This way, reflections were recorded ftOm an 
infrared (IR) source l içh t that was directed continuously to the eye. The IR 
l ight was f i l tered such as to absorb thermic radiation vtiich could be harmful 
to the eye. The subject 's eye rotation, and, consequently, his point of fix-
ation was determined by measuring the center of the pupil with respect to the 
center of the corneal reflection. The center of the pupil and the center of 
the corneal reflection move together with eye rotation; hence, the difference 
between their positions was indicative of the eye's point of fixation. Thus, 
eye position vas independent of head position as long as the pupil image was 
contained within the field of view of the TV-camera. The continuous flow of 
eye position information was presented as a spot superimpsed on the video 
monitor scene available to the Experimenter. The digitalized output of the 
microcomputer was passed on to the PDP-11/45 computer. Eye position was cal-
culated in terms of horizontal and vert ical coordinates in the EVM-system 
representation. A third output was the pupil diameter measured in numbers of 
scan l ines that intersected the image of the pupil on the Experimenter's TV-
monitor screen. These three signals were delivered at a ra te of 50 data 
points per second. 
At the beginning of each experimental session a calibration procedure was 
started to match the EVM-coordinate system with that of the field of stimulus 
presentation. Calibration t r i a l s consisted of a subject 's fixating each posi-
tion of a grid of nine calibration points. The nine points were situated in 
a 3*3 matrix such as to cover almost the entire presentation scene. To fixate 
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a chi ld ' s attention to a particular point, a anali t r iangle, a c i rc le and a 
square were al ternatively presented in the adequate position with a ra te of 
one figire per second, and the child had to comt aloud one of these f ig i res . 
Once the calibration was carried out and calibration measures were stored 
on a data f i l e together with subject information, the experiment s tar ted. 
The children had to fixate a point a t the upper lef t corner of the screen 
before the presentation of each scene. Presentation order of the fifteen 
stimuli was random. The child was instructed to at tent to the number of dots 
in each stimulus and to report th i s number oral ly. The Experimenter recorded 
the chi ld ' s responses. Response latencies were recorded from the onset of 
the stimulus presentation t i l l the experimenter stopped the timer immediately 
after the response had been given. In the mean time, EVM data were gathered 
and stored on a data f i l e . Ekch child completed the session within half an 
hour. 
Results 
F i r s t , the chronometrical findings will be dealt with after viiich the eye 
movement data are subjected to the analysis. Not more than five percent of 
the 6 times 15 responses appeared to be errors which were discarded from 
further analysis. 
To begin with, the mean and standard deviation of the measured latencies 
were computed for each stimulus and ova? a l l children. Figire 3a shows the 
relat ion between mean reaction time (RT) and nunber of dots for the three 
categories A, B, and C. Figure 3b indicates the standard deviations (SD) -for 
each of the experimental conditions. From Figires 3a and 3b, i t can be seen 
that in category A, stimuli 1 through 4 a l l resulted in nearly equal and low 
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RT- and SD-values. I t i s tentatively concluded that the dots of these confi­
gurations were subitized by a l l children. For 5 dots onwards, RT's and SD's 
increased considerably. However, the fact that the SD for stimulus 5 was 
rather high with respect to i t s moderate mean RT-value suggests that some 
children subitized th i s number of dots while others used a more time-
consuming strategy. The strategy for number naming in the case of stimuli 
6,7, and 8 was definitely not subitizing as i s evident from inspection of the 
corresponding RT-values. 
Category B-stimuli 9 (3 dots) and 10 (4 dots) had about the same RT- and 
SD-values as the corresponding category Α-stimuli. As for the Α-stimuli we 
now conclude that the dots of stimuli 9 and 10 were subitized. The RT- and 
SD-valuss for the remaining B-stimuli 11 through 13 and C-stirauli 14 and 15 
a l l were of the same order of magnitude as the A-stimuli 6, 7, and Θ. 
The next step in the analysis of the experimental results concerned eye 
movement recordings. The EVM system delivered d ig i ta l information in terms 
of horizontal and vert ical EVM coordinates measured per 20 msec, as well as 
pupil diameter information. To achieve visual scanning patterns in terms of 
fixations and saccades, the raw EVM data were subjected to a cluster algo­
rithm. The algorithm was a s l ight ly modified version from the one developed 
by H. Spaninle (1978). The algorithm yielded l i s t ings of fixations, sac-
cades, and periods of disturbances (mainly eye bl inks). Finally, using the 
appropriate calibration parameters, positions of fixations and saccades in 
the EVM system representation were transformed into positions in the stimulus 
presentation system. 
For each of the three categories A, B, and С the mean nunber of fixations 
(nfix) and mean nunber of saccades (nsac) on each stimulus and ova? a l l chi l­
dren are plotted in Figires 4a and 4b as a function of the nunbers of dots. 
Generally, the number of fixations exceeded that of the saccades, a finding 
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which emphasizes the fact that two fixations might follow each other very 
close in time. I t should be obssrved that even for the A-stimuli with less 
than five dots, the number of fixations was always larger than one, which i s 
hard to reconcile with the idea that subitizing is the perception of nunber 
at one glance. We come back to th i s point in the final section. 
Figire 5 i l l u s t r a t e s how tota l mean RT i s composed of contributions from 
durations of fixations, saccades, and eye blinks. As can be seen from Figure 
5, fixation duration was the major contribiant to RT for c a t . A-stimuli. 
Saccadic movements affected RT only moderately whereas eye blinks had l i t t l e 
infliEnce. The contribution of eye blinks increased considerably for the B-
stimuli and the effect was even stronger for the C-stimuli. Аз a consequence 
of the increased contribi±.ion of eye blinks to RT the contribution of fixa­
tions decreased proportionally. I t seems reasonable to suppose that the 
increased importance of eye blinks to B- and C-stimuli followed from the fact 
that the informative loc i in terms of groups of dots were considerably more 
dispersed over the visual scene, whence larger tra jectories of the eye move­
ments were demanded for, coupled with automatically closing the eyes. Another 
explanation i s that'when children counted the dots within a group, they had 
to add this number to one already stored in a working manor у. As a result of 
overload children might be conflised and react by closing the eyes for a short 
while. 
One might expect that large saccadic movements to the B- and C-stimuli 
consequently imply longer saccades, hence a larger contribution to RT. Such 
a consequence i s questionable as we can see in Figure 5. Moreova·, large sac­
cadic movements can be compensated for by a proportional increase of angular 
velocit ies of the eye. That the l a t t e r phenomenon i s l ikely to occur can be 
observed in Figire 6, in vtiich for each category the mean angular velocit ies 
are plotted as a function of the nunber of dots . 
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Figure Τ} The scanning patterns as they were measured for the different st imuli, 
obtained from one child which was representative for the group of children. The f i r s t 
and second fixation points were labeled with numbers 1 and 2 to indicate the s tart ing 
position of the t ra jec tor ies . 
Finally, scanning patterns as they were projected onto the corresponding 
stimulus fields were analyzed for each child. Figure 7 shove the scanning 
patterns as they were measured for the fifteen stimuli, obtained fVom one 
child viiich was representative for the group. An inspection of the scanning 
patterns revealed the following regular i t ies . Fi rs t , the start ing point of 
the various patterns were in 60 percent of the cases located in, or near the 
midpoint of the stimulus f ield, irrespective of the presence or absence of a 
dot at that position. The inclination to s t a r t at the midpoint may indicate 
the tendency to process the stimulus with respect to i t s wholistic features 
before the proper nunber processing task i s executed. Second, scanning pat-
terns rarely implied a ch i ld ' s comting dot-by-dot. Such a possibi l i ty i s by 
no means excluded, hovrever, since scanning may, a t least part ly, be done 
parafoveally. Third, especially for stimuli with groups of unequal size 
(stimuli 11, 13, and 15), scanning ffom grotp to groip was re i t e ra t ive , in a 
sense that a group which was already scanned vas revisited a second or even a 
third time. The behavior i s indicative of d i f f icul t ies with storing par t ia l 
results in a memory buffer while processing other information. 
Discussion 
The RT-data for the stimuli 1 (n=1) through 8 (n=8) were in agreement with 
those of ear l ier studies (Beckwith and Restie, 1966; Klahr and Wallace, 
1976), according to vtiich children aroind five years of age subitize numbers 
of up to about five dots, while larger nunbers are processed by one or 
another method of sequential counting. The fact that the RT's to stimuli 1 
through 4 were roughly three times larga? than those typically reported for 
adults must mainly be a t t r ib i ied to the d i f f icul t ies with the retr ieval of 
the appropriate number labels by children (see Klahr and Wallace, 1976). This 
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explains v*iy none of the concomittant EVM-data consisted of scanning patterns 
with less than four f ixations. This finding i s important from a developmen­
ta l point of view, since i t has been fomd that for adults only one fixation 
i s the rule rather than an exception with those stirnuli (Chi and Klahr, 
1975). Consequently, subitizing in the sense of perceiving numerosity at one 
glance does not yet occur in five year old children. 
Another point of developmental interest concerns the finding that none of 
the EVM-data for stimuli with more than five dots unambiguously indicated the 
chi ldren's use of an exhaustive dot-for-dot scanning. In other vrords, the 
present data do not permit us to conclude that the children coixited one-by-
one. More l ikely some mixed strategies were predominantly follovred, consist­
ing of subitizing dots occuring in small groups and adding these results to a 
running t o t a l . The children behaved in the same way as adults do (van Oef-
felen and Vos, 1982), which supports the ear l ie r mentioned viewpoint of Fodor 
(1972) regarding the l imits of the young chi ld ' s cognitive a b i l i t i e s being 
quantitative rather than qualitative in nature. 
In order to follow mixed strategies, the children must have been able to 
make a 'primal sketch' (Marr, 1975) of a stimulus, yielding a global picture 
of the arrangement of the dots . Such a primal sketch purportedly takes place 
within about the f i r s t 300 milliseconds (Marr, 1975, van Oeffelen and Vos, in 
press). I t s presence a t the very beginning of the chi ldren's EVM-trajectories 
i s supported by the observation that in nearly 60 percent of a l l cases the 
f i r s t one or tvro fixations centered aromd the midpoint of the stimulus 
f ield. Similar results have been fomd by Findlay (19Θ0) using a scanning 
task with only tvro differently coloured spots, to be scanned in one or the 
other prescribed order. He found that the eye moved as a rule to the mid­
point between the two targets before performing the prescribed scanning path. 
Findlay interpreted the jumping to the midpoint as indicative of an i n i t i a l , 
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elanentary processing of the global characteris t ics of the stimulus. 
A third point of developmental relevance i s concerned with why the 
response latencies of the children to the stimuli with more than five dots 
were also much longa' than those reported for adults (Beckwith and Restie, 
1966; Klahr, 1973). The EVM-data allow us to suppose that the children spent 
much more time than adults on interim verifications of resu l t s already esta-
blished: they a re , mich more than adults , mentally loaded by the double task 
of storing par t ia l resul ts and processing new information a t the same time. 
Children aromd tha age of five years progressively learn, as a part of 
their kindergarten education, to attach number labels to collections of up to 
about ten objects. Although there exists a massive corpus of developmental 
studies on the origin of the ch i ld ' s capacities in th i s respect, only a few 
of them were addressed to the question of how presctoolers proceed in estab-
lishing the cardinal number of a small collection (see Gelman and Gal l is te l , 
1978). The reason probably has to do with Piaget 's influential emphasis on 
the study of the young chi ld ' s tendency to make nonconservatory responses 
vrtien asked to s ta te ordinal judgments ('more' or ' l e s s ' ) regarding collec-
tions differing only in the spatial arrangement of a same nunber of objects. 
I t i s c lear , howsver, that even under the Piagetian conditions of comparing 
two quanti t ies, the time i t takes to process each of them as well as the 
quantification s t ra tegies used by the child, are valuable sources of informa-
tion about the ch i ld ' s perceptual and cognitive capaci t ies . The kind of 
information obtained from the data of the present study may contribute to the 
rather un-Piagetian idea that mental development i s a matter of subtle, quan-
t i t a t i ve progress rather than a movement through quali tat ively different 
stages. 
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Slotbeschouwing. 
Zoals we in de inleiding van d i t proefschrift kondan lezen werd hst eerste 
feiteli jke aantalbenoemingsexperiment uitgevoerd door Jevons in 1871. Bij het 
zeer snel schatten van het aantal bonen welke, na er een handvol vai 
opgegooid te hebben, op een schotelt je terecht kwam, viel het hem op dat hi j 
zelila b i j een aantal van vi j f vergissingai maakte. Het aantal foute schat­
tingen nam bij grotere aantallen alleen maar toe. Laten we Jevons experiment 
eens wat uitbreiden. Stel er zijn nu twee schotelt jes, op het ene liggen 20 
bonen, op het andere 21. Het zal duidelijk zijn dat het moeilijk zoniet onmo­
gelijk i s om heel a ie l en met zekerheid te zeggm waar er 20 bonen en waar er 
21 liggen. Uit Hoofdstuk 1 bl i jkt dat, wanneer het aantal van 20 bonen ver­
vang« wordt door een aantal van 18, gemiddeld genomsi zo'n 50 procent van de 
t i jd een correct onderscheid gemaakt kan worden tussen 18 en 21. Hetzelfde nu 
geldt voor aantallen 12 en 14 waarbij het verschil 2 i s en ook voor aantallen 
6 en 7 met een va 'schil van 1. Deze voorstelling s lu i t precies aan b i j de 
suggestie, geopperd door Averbach (1963) dat subiteren opgevat zou kunnen 
worden a l s een vorm van visuele discriminatie. De bovengrens van de subiteer-
spanne i s dan een soort van Vfeber-drempel voor visueel aantal . De experimen­
te le resultaten ter toetsing van het waarschijnlijkheidsnodel voor de 
discriminatie van visueel aantal zoals gepresenteerd in Hoofdstuk 1 bevestig­
den Averbach's hypothese. Sterker nog, het bl i jkt dat de klassieke subiteer-
spanne, bestaande u i t de opeenvolgende aantallen 1, 2, . . . , 6, te ЬезсЬошеп 
i s a l s een speciaal geval van de visuele discriminatiespanne n, 2n , 6n 
waarbij a l l e aantallen bovaidrempelig van elkaar onderscheidbaar zi jn. De 
bovengrens van die spanne wordt bepaald door de Weberft'actie met een waarde 
van 1/6. Deze waarde s t i j g t ver u i t boven fracties gevonden voor 
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andersoortige psyohofysiache variabelen (Ter vergelijking: Wb(lengte)= 1/100; 
Wb(gewioht)=1/35; Wb(helderheid)= 1/100). 
Door gebruili t e maken vai zogenaamde gerandomiseerde rangsjhikkingen werd 
in hoofdstuk 1 de patroonfkctor zoveel mogelijk op de achtergrond gedrukt ten 
gmste van de factor aantal. In Hoofdstuk 2 waren de rollen precies 
omgekeerd. Het gaf een formalisering (CODE) te zien van de elementaire Ge-
stal t regel der nabijheid. Er werd van uitgegaan dat een va'zameling punten 
ervaren wordt a l s een set punten welke elkaar wederzijds beïnvloeden. Deze 
beïnvloeding l i e t zich beschrijven middels een binormale dichtheidsverdeling 
waarbij de spreiding gelijk was aan de helft van de afstand van een punt to t 
zijn naastbijgeLegai buur. Onderlinge beïnvloeding impliceert dan dat re la -
t ieve, en niet absolute nabijheid doorslaggevend i s . Betrokken op de gehele 
verzameling punten leidde CODE tot een representatie welke ova*eenkomstig de 
vis ie van Marr (1975) beschotwd kan worden a l s een beschrijving van een 
eers te , perceptuele verwerking ('primal sketch ' ) . Criteria, afgeleid u i t 
eenvoudige st i pp ai pa tronen (1-punts en 2-punts figuur) baanden vervolgens de 
weg tot een beschrijving vai de groepeerbaarheid binnen een willekeurige 
stippenflguur in termen van contouren rond (3ub-)groepen van stippen. 
Aan de hand van een aantal voorbeelden l i e t Hoofdstuk 2 de kracht van CODE 
zien. Tekortkcmingen kwamen evenwel ook aan het l icht hetgeen niet verwonder-
l i j k i s . Andere figuur-bepalende regels zoals bijvoorbeeld de regel van de 
goede continuering en de regel van symmetrie werden in het model niet 
beschoiwd. Verderop komt deze kwestie nog onder de aandacht wanneer 
invalswegen naar toekomstig onderzoek wordai besproken. 
De kracht van CODE werd andermaal bevestigd in Hoofdstuk 3 waar, in een 
drempelexperiment, door CODE voorspelde groepeerbaarheid hoog correleerde met 
de groepeerbaarheid zoals erva-en door een menselijke waarnema?. Hetzelfde 
experiment l i e t tevens zien dat voor de snelle benoeming van het aantal 
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groepjes van stippen soortgeli j le beperkingai bestaan a l s voor de snelle 
benoeming vai het aantal afzonderlijks stippen. Hamilton's hypothese a l s zou 
je net zoveel groepjes a l s eenheden overzien omdat groepjes a l s eenheden wor-
den beschoiwd vindt hiermee bevestiging. 
Vervolgens werden door CODE gecontroleerde stippenflgiren gebruikt in een 
reactietijdsexperiment dat erop was gericht de invloed van figuur-aantal 
interactie op het telgedrag te onderzoeken. Reactietijden a l s functie van de 
groepeerbaarheid dar· stippen maakten duidelijk dat stippen nooit één-voor-één 
werden geteld. Op grond van nabijheid goed onderscheidbare groepjes met maxi-
maal 5 stippen werden gesubiteerd, en de deelresultaten ervan steeds toe-
gevoegd aan een lopend to taa l . De opteloperatie nam daarbij verreweg de 
meeste t i jd in beslag. Grotere groepen werden op andere grond dan nabijheid 
opgesplitst in vermoedelijk groepjes van 2 of 3 stippen. De te ls t ra tegie was 
verda- overeenkcmstig de strategie a l s b i j subiteerbare groepjes gehanteerd 
hoewel met de beschikbare apparatuur een schatting van subiteerti jd en optel-
t i j d niet mogeLijk bleek. 
Doordat na afslui t ing van het in Hoofdstuk 3 gerapporteerde onderzoek 
geavanceerde apparatuur voor de regis t ra t ie vai oogbewegingei beschikbaar 
kwam werd een herhalingsDnds'zoek uitgevoerd waarbij gel i jkt i jdig het oog-
bewegingsgedrag werd gevolgd. Hoofdstuk 4 deed hier va'slag van. 
Oogbewegingadata maakten duidelijk dat een proeflpersoon de eerste honder-
den miliseconden globale informatie van een gepresenteerde stippenfiguur tot 
zich nam alvorens to t het fei tel i jke tellen over te gaan. Deze periode van 
globale perceptie werd gewijd aan het structureren vai het visuele veld. Oog-
bewegingstrajecten in termen van fixât ie posi t i e s en oogsprongai l ie ten va?-
volgens zien dat groepjes stippen b i j voorkeur met de klok mee werden ge-
scanned vermoedelijk om va'warring te ontlopen omtrent wat geteld is en wat 
n i e t . Eten verlenging vai de geraiddelde fixatieduur a l s furctie vai toenemend 
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aantal stippen verklaarde waarom latent ies n ie t evenredig maar versneld toe­
namen met aantal. Vroegere verklaringen ala zou een poaitief-veranelde 
toename het gevolg zijn vai een toename in het aantal keren dat орпіеш ge­
s t a r t werd konden door inspectie van de oogbewegingstrajecten worden weer­
legd. De verwachting dat oogbeweginga'egistraties zouden kunnen laten zien 
hoe bi j grotere groepen stippen segnenteringen worden aangebracht anders dan 
op basis van nabijheid bleek t e optimistisch. Ben ve-klaring voor di t falen 
werd gevonden in het feit dat een fixatie weliswaar het centrun van het 
visuele gezichtsveld weergeeft maar niet wat voor precíese informatie er bin-
nen een fixatie wordt ingewonnen. 
De registratiemethode bleek erg geschikt om ook oogbewegingen van kinderen 
te verzamelen. Hoofdstuk 5 deed verslag van een experiment uitgevoerd b i j 
kinderen vai rond 5 jaar waarbij gedurende het tel len van kleinertal l ige 
st ipfigiren het ooggedrag werd gevolgd. De resultaten toonden aan dat zelfs 
de kleinste aantallen stippen minimaal 4 of 5 f ixat ies vereisten alvorens een 
responsie werd gegeven. Een verklaring voor overeenkomstig langere la ten t ies 
in vergelijking met volwassenen zou gezocht moeten worden in moeilijkheden 
welke het kind ondervindt b i j het ophalen u i t het lang-tennijnsgeheugen vai 
het b i j zo'n stippenaantal behorend label . Het optreden van meerdere f ixat ies 
b i j de onderhavige aantallen wijst erop dat subiteren in de zin vai aantal-
benoeming in één oogopslag niet voorkomt b i j kinderen rond die leef t i jd . Uit 
de oogbewegingstrajecten behorend b i j grotere st ipfigiren vis i af t e lezen 
dat kindar'en, in tegenstelling tot volwassenen, veelal geneigd waren eerst 
het centran van de stimülusaanbisding op te zoeken. Dit gedrag werd toe-
geschreven aan het fe i t dat kinderen in eerste instantie globale stiraib 
luskenmo'ken structureren. Vanuit het centrun werd var-volgens naar groepjes 
van stippen gestuurd in plaats van naar ieder st ipje afzonderlijk hetgeen 
erop wijst dat kinderen geli jk a l s volwassenen te l len . Daarentegen va?-
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klaarde het veelvuldig voorkomen van r e l t e r a t i e f tel len waarom kinderen 
zoveel langzamer zijn dan volwassenen. De data ondersteunden verder de 
zienswijze van Fodor (1972) weite erop neerkomt dat kinderen evenals 
volwassenen ova· rekensystemen (computational systems) beschikken. Kinderen 
zijn echter zoveel trager doordat deelprocessen lang niet zo snel en 
efficiënt verlopen. Met name de dubbeltaak van het opslaan van deelresultaten 
en het nagenoeg tegel i j ter t i jd verwerken van nieiwe informatie doet waar-
schijnli jk een al te groot beroep op het concentratievermogai vai het kind 
(zie ook: Vos, in d r ik ) . 
Aangaande de u i t s t ra l ing welke di t proefschrift kan hebben op toekomstig 
onderzoek dient hier eerst vermeld te worden dat per I-6-83 een ZWO-
vervolgproject "Continuering versus Nabijheid" van s t a r t i s gegaan. In 
eerste instantie beoogt het project een verrijking van CODE zodanig dat het 
niet alleen de Gestaltregel der nabijheid maar ook die der goede continuering 
aankan. Daarbij wordt gedacht aan invoering van een spreidingsfunctie die 
gevoelig is voor de richtingstrend in een (deel-)set van stippen. Waarne-
mingsproeven disnen b i j voorbeeld u i t t e wijzsn hoeveel stippen noodzakelijk 
moeten samenwerken om de regel der goede continuering doorslaggevend te laten 
z i jn . Naast parameterschattingai voortvloeiend u i t dergèLijte proeven kunnen 
handig gekozen st ipf igiren wellicht het nodige leren. Zeven of meer stippen 
gelegen op de hoekpunten vai een regelmatige veelhoek worden veeleer waar-
genomen a ls een cirkel dai a l s een veelhoek. Het aantal stippen gelegen in 
een spiraalvorm alsmede de uitdij ing van die vorm l i j ten onderhevig aan mini-
male c r i t e r i a opdat de verzameling stippen nog a l s spiraalvormig wordt herk-
end. Dergélijte flgiren l i j t en geschikt om te worden ingezet b i j oopteerproe-
ven waarin kindar'en de vraag wordt gesteld om stippen met elkaar te verbinden 
die naar zijn/haar mening b i j e l tear horen (of figuurtjes vormen). Het u i t -
testen en afnemen van deshabituatieproeven met baby's i s ook opgenomen in de 
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planning van het vervolgonderzoek. Die proeven moeten ons laten zien of de 
waarneming al dsn niet van meet af aan in even grote mate gehoorzaamt aan de 
twee elementaire regels, -nabijheid en continuering. Habituatie із ver­
moedelijk het geval wanneer twee half over e l tear liggende, cirkelvormige 
stipfigvren langzaam uit elkaar getrokken worden tot ze naast elkaar liggen. 
Deshabituatie wanneer een van beide uiteindeli jk maanvormig bli jkt t e zi jn. 
Het із bekend dat regelmatige stipfigiren in het algemeen overschat worden 
terwijl onregelmatige zoals gerandomiseerde stippenpatronen wordai onder­
schat. Recente loodsproeven doen vermoeden dat over- en onderschatting mede 
het gevolg zijn vai re lat ieve oppervlakteschatting. Rekening houdend met het 
fe i t dat CODE naast het omrlngaide contour ook het (relatieve) oppervlak van 
een ( deel-) versmei ing stippen kan berekenen dient zich hier een andere weg 
naar toekomstig onderzoek aan: de invloed van figuur-aantal interact ie op het 
schatten van grote verzamelingen. 
Dit proefschrift betrof thematiek op het gebied van de visuele waarneming 
en daarmee samenhangende cognitieve processen. Alle gerapporteerde onderzoek 
had betreWcing op waarneming en verwerking van de meest eenvoudige visuele 
figiren, opgeboiwd uit identieke stippen. Het gebruik van deze figtren heeft 
in niet geringe mate bijgedragen tot vergemakkelijking vai de proefondervin-
deli j te beantwoording der gestelde vragen. De verwachting l i jk t gewettigd dat 
ook in toekomstig aansluitend ondar-zoek naar de rol van andersoortige 
Gestaltregels b i j waarneming en cognitie dezelfde soort st ipfigiren hun pun­
tigheid орпіеш zullen bewijzen. 
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Summary. 
This thesis concerns the perception and processing of visual number as i t 
i s represented in the form of nunbers of dots in dot f ig t res . In the in t ro-
ductary of the thesis i t i s remarked that the problemfield resulted from an 
originally philosophical interest in human attention and i t s res t r ic t ions . 
Gradually th i s interest shifted to experimental research aimed to model 
nunber-naming strategies (subitizing, comting and estimating) used by people 
when ascertaining the number of visually presented dots . This research, how-
ever, remained quite uncertain about the very processes undo'lying such s t r a -
tegies . 
In chapter 1 a probabilist ic model is presented for the immediate 
apprehension of visual number. The model implies the hypothesis that subi t iz -
ing is a conseqjence of supra-liminal discrimination between internal 
represenations of small neigtoouring numbers. Chapter 1 further reports a 
reaction-time experiment and a threshold experiment in which the validity of 
the model is tested. The experimental resul ts supported the hypothesis men-
tioned. 
Not only the nunber of dots also the way they are arranged into configira-
t ions plays an important role in number-naming. The Gestalt rule of proximity 
i s an important guideline to understand such configirations. Chapter 2, 
therefore, presents a model (CODE) which formalizes the Gestalt rule of 
(relat ive) proximity. I t s val idi ty towards the perception of dot f igires and 
i t s usefulness towards a number of problemflelds are further discussed. 
The f i r s t part of chapter 3 i s a report of a threshold experiment in which 
CODE-controled dot f igires were presented. The experimental results supported 
CODE. Chapter 3 further presents a model which describes the inflience of the 
number-pattern interaction on comting large-numbered dot f ig i res . Next, the 
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predictabi l i ty of the model i s tested in a reaction-time experiment with 
regard to latencies аз a function of both the number of dots and their grou-
pabil i ty. I t was fornd that dot f lgires are preferably comted in groips: 
small proximity-based groips of at most five dots are subitized while the 
part ia l results are added to a raining t o t a l ; larger groips of dots are sub­
divided on the basis of CLES other than proximity. Their par t ia l results are 
also added to a rmning t o t a l . I t i s found that the operation of adding the 
pHrtial results i s the major contribuant to ova'al l latency. 
Chapter 4 reports a similar reaction-time experiment as reported in 
chapter 3 but now eye movements are аізэ measured. Spatial and temporal 
information from the eye movemmt data are giving further support to the 
hypothesis that dot f igires are cointed by groips. 
The question of how children around the age of five count dot figires i s 
the central theme of chapter 5. Children's eye movement information from a 
simple dot enmeration task shows that children employ similar cointing s tra­
tegies аз are used by adults; their efficiency, speed and range, however, are 
much smalla" than those reported for adults . 
The epilogiE resumes the major conclusions and puts foreward some l ines 
for farther research: an enrichment of CODE such that i t аізэ can handle the 
Gestalt rule of good continiation, and the investigation of under- and 
ova·estimation of arrangements of dots in re lat ion to spat ia l i l lus ions . 
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STELLINGEN 
1 The classical process of subitizing is nothinç but a special case 
of (ruraber-) discrimination. 
(This thesis) . 
2 Intuitive Cestaittheoretical concepts such as the rule of grouping 
elements on the basis of proximity can be described by psychologi-
cally plausible formal models. 
(This thesis) . 
3 Generally, the field of attention does not match the field of 
foveal vision; hence, eye movement registration i s not suited for 
the analysis of cognitive processes in vivo. 
(This thesis) . 
4 Shannon's (1951) guessing game method is well adapted to the 
analysis of hunan indictive reasoning processes involved e.g. in 
the extrapolation of incompleted le t te r patterns. 
(Vos, P.G. 4 van Oeffelen, M.P. Strategies for the extrapola-
tion of l e t t e r ser ies . Internal report: 83ON02, 1983, 
Nijmegen.) 
(Shannon, C.E. The prediction and entropy of printed English, 
Bell Systems Technical Journal, 1951, 30, 50-64.) 
5 When the result of an A-reaction has subsequently to be used in the 
realisation of a second reaction, the i n i t i a l Α-reaction i s sys-
tanatically lengthened. 
(Vos, P.G. Ь van Oeffelen, M.P. Kwantificeren van hoeveelheden: 
chronometrische analyse. In J.G. Lodevnjks 4 P.R. Simons (Ed.), 
Strategißftn in leren en ontwikkel mg. Lisse: Swets 4 Zeit-
linger, 1982.) 

6 Soviet-гиззіап learninç approaches towards the c h i l d ' s imthenatical 
development are not incompatible with Thomdike's associat ionist ic 
approach o f learning procesaas. 
7 The sc ien t i f i c progress in developmental psychology can best be 
assured by an organizational dictotomy into interact ion-or iented 
and process-oriented wjr ldng-uni ts. 
θ Canplex numbers should be introduced much ear l ier in high-school 
mathematics education than i t i s nowidays the r u l e . 
9 I t i s easier to program people than computers. 
10 De verr icht ingai op voetbalvelden laten herhaaldel i jk zien d u het 
geheel (het e l f t a l ) minder Ion z i j n dan de som z i jner j p l m (d? 
spelers). 
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'The perception and processing of v isual numerosity' 
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